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Ticket Elected From Top to Cast His Vote Yesterday-Secreta- ry Socialist Mayor Refuses to LaFollette and his Candidates Uncle Sam Wants His Post-Ac- t Will Have Two Thirds MajorMake Clean Sweep in
on Reception
men to Deliver Letters
Jaffa Expected
Bottom Against Heavy
ity in Constitutional
Wisconsin
Committee.
From Roswell Tonight
or Move On
Odds
Convention
CITY MAKES

FINE

WATER

SNOWING

RIGHTS ARE UPPRBVEDfBIG

Preparations To Build Snad Clay

Little Scratching
of
Prediction
Despite

Comparatively

nt

Road From Carlsbad
to Pl&ins.

Democrats.

STICK"

IS

WIELDED

IIISORSENTS

CARRY

HIGH

LETTER BOXES

1ST

BE USEDf SAFE PRINCIPLES WIN TH E DAY

Is Guest of the Even in New Hampshire the Postmaster Buike Addresses San Miguel Colfax and Valencia
Stand Patters Go Under
Press Club for Twenty
Are Again Banner
People of Santa Fe on
in Land Slide.
Four Hours.
This Matter.
Counties.
i

As in olden days "the king's busi - 'S
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 7. Senator
n
The latest returns at the
Robert M. LaFollette carried Wiscon- ness required haste," so today. Uncle
With only the precincts of
time of going to press, give
San Ildefonso to hear from
sin at yesterday's primary election by Sam's business must be transacted
the Republicans 71 of the hunwhich gave Republican major-tie- s
an overwhelming majority over Sam- with dispatch.
dred delegates to the constituranging from 16 to 22, the
uel A. Cook, of Xeenah. The figures
Postmaster Burke has just received
tional
convention and
the
unofficial vote for the candiwill not be complete for a day or two, notice from the postal
Democrats 29.
department at
dates in Santa Fe county is as
but in this county the Senator's plur- Washington of the efforts being made
follows:
ality easily goes beyond S.000. There by L'ncle Sam to have letters and pat'p to three o'clock this afternoon,
Republican.
is no doubt that the LaFollette men pers delivered with greater
dispatch the returns show
present.
tary.
1475
B. F. Pankey
conof
will
have
control
that the. Republicans
the
platform
throughout the cities of the country.
Roosevelt at Odds With Seidel.
Water Rights.
1359
Jose D. Sena
vention at Madison and will have the
will
two
have
thirds
7.
SulRooseColonel
L.
a
Heretofore
Vernon
majority in the
who
Milwaukee,
arrived
Territorial Engineer
Sept.
postman
1328
Victor Oretga
next legislature back of him. insuring at a house where
The suris no letter constitutional convention.
livan has approved four applications velt today found himself involved in ft.,.
there
. .
.
..1
o
t.:
1316
w
George W. Prichard
box or slit in the door to drop the let- prises of yesterday's election were few
the
44C, a controversy with Eniil Seidel,
follows:
for
No.
water
as
rights
1313
T. B. Catron
'""
"J
ters in, rang the bell and waited sev- - and were almost all In favor of the
of Henrv Bucholz of Raton, waters Socialist mayor of Milwaukee, who
nominees of the LaFollette eral SOCOncls for a respi
Democratic.
In Kan Miguel, Colfax
from Salt Lake for 65 acres; No. 448 ' had declined to act on the reception legislative
These Republicans.
1279
ta,H tl('ket headed by Francis E. Mc- - ft.w
Francisco Delgado
and Valencia counties the Republis,(.omls. or
min
of Benito Seiler, of Kennedy, waters committee which welcomed the col- - nnw.rti
haf
.
Tt...
iirau
aln nnniinntn
Samuel G. Cartwright . ..1250
can tickets won by veritable landfrom Galisteo for irrigation of 90 one to the city. In contribution
1164
were
Jose Inez Roibal
eaf.h ,.urrier, but the postal officials slides. Dona Ana, which was consid- acres; No. 460, of L. L. Cahill, of the "Big Stick" newspaper published i,!atl'(1 an congressmen
aflded to thoir strength by see no need for
Hoi
R. T. Hynd .
ered doubtful, elects the entire Repuli-I- f
such waste of time,
Springer, waters from a draw; No. 461 by the Milwaukee Press Club for the the nomination of Henry C.
1112
Coehems
N. B. Laughlin
Colonel
said
Roosevelt
that
there is no place to put the mail "ean ticket and in Quay and Roose-thof
tlhe Mountain Mining
occasion,
Company
Wisconsin
former
university football
postmen are going to go right! velt, strong Democratic counties, the
Mountainair, waters from springs for "if any one wishes to know my views
on what is usually called socialism star, who defeated Stafford for
along with it, when the door bell is not Republicans elected two and one
mining and milling purposes.
in the fifth district.
to.
Schools at Artesia.
Santa Fe did itself proud in the elecSo it gates respectively, in Bernalillo
they will find them set out in such
responded
misCochem
to
it
is
fashion
is
the man who placed
that
Chief
R.
Clerk
any way. Here is the letter ty. the Democrats managed to elect
of
impossible
the
F.
the
Asplund
of
voters
tion yesterday. To the
in nomination for the presi- - Mr. Burke has addressed to the
them or misunderstand
office of department of public instruc- interpret
candidate. Hon H IV Feririison.
city, the Republican ticket in the coun tion has received word that the
Mora McKinlev S indovil
'inrl
public them, and in the magazine articles to dency at the last Republican national ide of Santa Fe on the subject:
ty owes its election. The scratching schools opened Monday at Artesia which the mayor refers, I advise them convention. Congressman Charles H.
Santa Fe, X. M., Sept. 7, 1910.
Santa Fe counties are safely moored
to
read the articles themselves and Wise, Democrat, easily defeated Burt To the People of Santa Fo:
of Republican ballots was much less with the splendid attendance of 700
in the Republican harbor, while Cha- not wait for what the mayor says of Williams for the Democratic nominaEl,d-VV(;sthan had been anticipated. The sur- pupils.
direction
Curry, Grant, Luna and
By
of
the
'
depart-postoffice
them."
tion for U. S. senator.
Back From Pecos Valley.
Sau
Juan
are Democratic. In Rio
the
majorattention
nient,
were
the
of
of
this
big Republican
patrons
prises
SulL.
Territorial Engineer Vernon
LaFollette 20,000 Ahead of Ticket.
and
is invited to the advantages nf ri,)a Socorro, Sierra, Lincoln
ity in Precinct No. 18 and the close livan has returned from the lower SCIENTIST HERE TO
0tero
counties there were fusion tick7. Returns up to providing facilities for the
Milwaukee.
Sept.
of
receipt
MEASURE SOLAR RADIATION.
vote in Precinct No. 17. Precinct No. Pecos valley where preparations are
11 this morning indicate that Senator their mail
by erecting conveniently ets and no contest; in Eddy county no
- accessible
4, however, was the banner precinct being made on the sand clay road
in Sandoval
LaFollette's
for
renominaor
boxes
plurality
H. Kimball Will Spend a Fortnight
cutting suitable ' Republican ticket and
from Carlsbad to the Plains country.
tion is 40,000, over Samuel A. Cook, slots in their doors. Such action col"lty no Democratic ticket was nom- of the county, while 3 with the two
Sun
Fe's
Santa
Studying
ProsPecting for water will begin at
La Follette ran at least 20,000 ahead would enable the postmaster to
'Dated. But here are the returns by
strongest Democratic candidates liv-- j once.
and Its Power.
give a
of the state ticket.
more prompt and better delivery 8PTV., counties:
ing there, was closer than had been
Rifle Contest.
Bernalillo County.
Southern Santa Fe county
ice with the means at his disposal,!
figured.
H. H. Kimball, a noted scientist
Progressives Sweep Michigan.
The rifle contest for the Jaffa and
Tlle Republicans elected seven out
as the socialistic Buddecke
went Democratic,
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 7.Friends of slnce the carriers can cover much'
silver cups bv the teams from Washington, D. C, is here studydelegates by majorities aver- ,uras "L lue
"""iftom each company in the territorv ing the sun that shines over Santa Fe Senator Burrows concede that Con- - more territory in less time if not com- - ot elgltmw.
m. a. rergnson, i;emo-ring- .
fruitful ground among railroaders and and from
to
an
and
wait
to
answer
AlnS
the
for
solar
of
pelled
their
measuring
intensity
gressman Charles E. Townsend, one
regimental headquarters
e
cra'defeated
J. Felipe Hubbell,
miners. Northern Santa Fe county closed
at
Private receptacles for mail
this place.
of the progressive leaders
of the
Monday and Adjutant General radiation
also a great convenience to the imblican, by about 300 majority.
When seen in the ouice of Weather House, swent the state in vesterdnv's
gave normal majorities except that Brookes will announce the scores
Chaves County.
Chimayo came in strong for the Re- soon. The contest opened September Observer C. E. Linney in the federal primary fight for endorsement
for householder, obviating the necessity
Tne Democrats made a clean sweep,
Hunums Mr. lumuau stated mat ne JS - Tniferl States Kenatnr Townsend's of responding to the carriers' call at
publican ticket and pulled through two 2d.
of the nominees on the Republican
v.sumg siauoiis iuai are typical ot purality is admitted today to be more inconvenient, moments and permitting
Torrance County.
mir i"1" aeiegaies uy nmjui- ticket, who otherwise would have gone
Territorial Treasurer Miguel A. the different climatological sections of than 17,000. In the third congression- - the safe delivery of mail in the aD- - ities from 300 upward.
under. The run made by B. F. Pan-ke- Otero has received a check for $210.-9- the country. He has been to Madison, al
Colfax County.
district, Washington Gardner, stand-pate- r sence of members of the household.
on the Republican ticket, was reThe Republicans elected every canWis., in the upper Mississippi valley;
from Torrance county for taxes.
Cannon supporter, is de- They also prevent the occasional necand
at' Lincoln, Neb., in the Missouri valA total vote of 1210 was
markable.
feated by 2.000 majority by J. M. C. essity of a carrier's proceeding on his didate on their ticket by majorities
ley; at Cheyenne, typical of the norUh-we- Smith.
cast in the four city precincts or al- SHAKE-Uroute without delivering mail because ranging from COO to 1200.
AMONG NAf
plains section and finally comes
most
of the entire vote in the
of failure to answer his ring within
TIONAL BANK EXAMINERS.
Curry County.
to Santa Fe, of the south plateau re- Insurgents Prevail in New Hampshire. a reasonable
The Democrats elected both of the
county. The average Republican maand enable him to
time,
Washington, D. C, Sept. 7. Twen7.
N.
Returns
Concord,
H., Sept.
From here he will go to Flagmake deliveries to patrons living on candidates by 30 majority and more.
jority In the city was 138 but ranged ty national bank examiners, about one; gion.
the primary election in 273 out of
Dona Ana County.
from 89, the difference between the fifth of the force employed bv the zov- - staff and then to Phoenix, AtIz. In from
or
near the end of the route at an ear2S9 election district give Bass, Pro-t- o
The Republican ticket is elected by
lowest on the Republican and highest ernment, were transferred to new Phoenix he will have an opportunity
lier hour.
19,041;
Republican,
Ells,
the
desert region.
gressive
study
on the Democratic ticket, and 183, the fields today by order from Lawrence
It has been shown by actual exper- 150 majority upward.
what he understands by ra- - u'ar Republican, 9,912; Carl,
difference between the highest on O. Murry, comptroller of the currency.
ience that the benefits derived
Eddy County.
by
Mr. Kimball said to a repre- - crat, 6,803.
The Democrats elected both of their
the Republican and the lowest on the
patrons of city delivery from the use
of
sentative
New
the
Mexican:
Democratic
ticket. The Republican
candidates to the constitutional conof such receptacles
far
"It is energy in the form of heat
the small expense involved. As this vention with only a Socialist ticket In
candidates received the following
sun.
from
All
is
weather
tjhe
dependoffice is interested in furnishing
total vote In the four city precincts:
the opposition.
ent on the sun's heat. Without that
Grant County.
best possible service at the least exSena, 684; Pankey, 8G2; Prichard,
no
there
would
be
heat,
weather.
There seems good ground for the
673; Catron, 670; Ortega, 661. The
pense, your compliance with the foreNow, we have two problems on which
that they
Democrats
received the following
going suggestions will be much appre- claim of the Democrats
to work. First, does the sun send
elected their four candidates.
vote: Cartwright, 572; Delgado, 564;
ciated.
,
us more energy at one time of the
.
Guadalupe County Republican.
Laughlin, 533; Roibal, 513; Hynd, 501.
Respectfully,
year than at another? When the sun
The returns indicate the election of
The vote by precincts was as follows:
E. C. BURKE,
sPots are at the maximum, is there
Hamio
Tri'knnal
rWIrloa
Pivo
all four delegates by the Republicans
The City.
Postmaster.
more (heat than when they are at the Two Presidents Appear to
jby majorities of 60 to 250.
Precinct No. 3, Santa Fe Catron,
of Seven Points in Favor
minimum?
Lincoln County,
Preside Over One ComSANTA FE IS THE
192; Prichard, 186; Sena, 210; Ortega,
"Second, does the quantity of radiaof Uncle Sam
In this county, fusion secured the
IDEAL TOURIST CITY.
190; Pankey, 184. Laughlin, 159; Deltion we receive at the surface of the
mittee
Meeting
election of two Republicans and one
gado, 183; Cartwright, 171; Roibal,
earth vary?"
Harvard Students Declare it is of Sur-- Democrat.
160; Hynd, 150. '
Mr. Kimball said that the energy of
BRITAIN
WINS TWO the sun of course varies in
Luna County,
Precinct Nofl 4, Santa Fe Catron, GREAT
passing Interest They Will Redifferent IMPORTANT SPEECHES
MADE
defeated
J. N. Upton
turn at Christmas.
Ralph C.
227; Prichard 227; Sena, 218; Ortega,
places and at Cheyenne his measure
905TJantrev 9Sn T anshlin. 146: Del
Easley, Republican, by 98 majority.
ments showed that the radiation there
that Santa Fe Is, in their
McKinley County,
gado, 148; Cartwright, 154; Roibal, One of These Considered the is about ten per cent more than in
Who Spoke Were Declaring
Among Those
Most Important of All in
Washington.
opinion, the ideal tourist city of the' Gregory Page, Republican, defeated
133; Hynd, 133.
, o
.
o
secretary wuson anaoenaPrecinct No. 17, Santa Fe Catron,
country, with nothing in Arizona or his opponent by 225 majority. Gallup
"Mr. Kimball, every day in the year
"'Controversy.
tor Beveridge.
California to equal it In interest, went 16 Republican.
we hear of that famous warrior, Gen111; Prichard, 116; Sena, 114; Ortega,
Mora County.
Thomas H. Barber, of New York, and
108; Pankey, 120. Laughlin, 119; Deleral
and
his
Humidity
activities,' said
The Hague, Sept. 7. The century the
Is very close but ad- This
A.
county
of
Pa
Georse
Lancaster,
Parker,
gado, 118; Cartwright, 129; Roibal, old
St. Paul, Sept.
Pardee
reporter. "Now what is humidity
source of confisheries
a
indicate Republi- dispute,
afternoon
vices
this
for
109.
the
last
left
Harvard
'10,
115; Hynd,
as the average man in the citv or of the resolutions committee called
night
stant
between
friction
the
diplomatic
12o
can
Fe
a
Catron,
Santa
few
majority. The
victory by
Precinct No. 18,
day.
to order when the national east, after having spent
wIth th
. that
rStaB Great Britain, Canada Country' battlinS
ner. ocrats carried eastern Mora county.
mm
Ttmnsnn
th
ipat'nf
hpra
140; Prichard, 144; Sena, 142; Ortega,
i
mm
mornvauun
"
"
tunsei
cunsiess mei mis
Newfoundland was closed today iiiius
Laughlin,' 109; and
140; Pankey, 148.
Although the two Harvard men including Solano, Wagon Mound and
"Humidity," replied the scientist, "Is ing. The membership committee is
with an award nf tliA intarnnttnnnl
me nepuuueaus wueu
118;
Roibal,
said to indicate tnat the platform to were ostensiDly here to study tne vvairous.
Delgado, 115; Cartwright,
court
of arbitration largely In favor a bIanket to keep In the heat.!
Southwest" they put In Roy and Mora, th latter by 60 major-alon- g
of
"Indian
the
105; Hynd, 109.
be
recommended
will
be
Is
strongly
not that blanket exceedly
of the United States. The American
"Then,
Southern Santa Fe County.
the lines of national control as a good deal of time looking at the Ity.
was sustained on five of snug and thick in Washington, D. C?"
Otero County,
Madrid Catron, 22; Prichard, 31; government
favored by Colonel Roosevelt and Gif- - Places of Interest In and around the
seven points raised by Great was asked.
the
A. B. Fall, Republican, led the
ford Pinchot. A number of addresses ciy and spent over two days making
Sena, 29; Ortega, 28; Pankey, 48. Britain on points one and five. Point
"Without doubt," replied Mr Kim-fiv- e
on today's program.
the trip to the cliff dwellings. "An ion ticket by 10 votes. The other
Laughlin, 54; Delgado, 80; Cartwright,
has been held by the Englishmen ball, "and thefore there Is such dla- A
7
easterner has but a faint conception two candidates, J. L. Lawson and G.
St.
Sent
Paul
Minn..
num.
80; Roibal, 79; Hynd, 100.
uiost important oi tnose suDmitted. comfort In summer I am
sure Der 0f important addresses were made of the wonderful
quite
Cerrillos Catron, 57; Prichard, 57; It involves
apart- - E. Moffet are Democrats.
prehistoric
the three mile limit The that the sun ,3 much hotter ln ganta
hefnre tha rnnservatinn Mirffroco fn mpnt hnnwps
said Mr Parker vester- Quay County.
Sena, 65; Ortega, 50; Pankey, 82. United States fishermen claimed the
Fe than In Washington; stand out In
Reed
elected
The Republicans
,iay, among them by Secretary of dav upon his return, "and the trip Is
Laughlin, 43; Delgado, 68; Cartwright, right, to take measure from any part
baerheaded
it,
and
see
if
not
do
you
Agriculture Wilson and Senator Bev- - one that will well repay the college Holloman and Charles Kohn, the Demof the British North American shore tan
,63; Roibal, 64; Hynd, 72.
quickly. But sMll the 'blanket' la leridee.
mnn nr tho overset, tourist. ThA drive ocrats W. W. Mayes, Ed F. Saxon and
Prichard, 18; and therefore liberty to. fish In the
Lamy Catron, 26;
thin
and the humidity does not. bother
102.
Contest Over Chairmanship.
out there Is of Itself thrilling and as D. B. Roark.
middle of any Canadian bay or esSena, 43; Ortega, 42; Pankey,
you.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 7. When the an appetrizer would surpass crew
Rio Arriba County.
Laughlin, 56; Delgado, 72; Cartwright, tuary, having a radius of more than
"Do you believe that much sunlight credentials committee meets this even- - work or the tactics of the gridiron. I
Here fusion resulted ic the election
three miles. The Britlslh contention
46; Roibal, 52; Hynd, 55.
of four Republicans anl two Demo- Glorieta Catron, 24; Prichard, 16; was that the limits should be meas 13 good for man; do you think that ing, there probably will be two chair- - found it so, anyway."
30.
Vlrchow
was
Chimen
when
Edward
H.
was
The
a
he
Mr.
said.
Barber
from
Hines,
an
connectured
right
present.
equally emphatic crats.
Sena, 23; Ortega, 17; Pankey,
imaginary line
Roosevelt County
Laughlin, 48; Delgado, 57; Cartwright, ing the headlands. The peace court rom sunlight does not enter, the doc- - cago lumberman, whose appointment about the pleasure of the trip to the
tor enters?'"
as chairman was opposed by the Mi- - Pajarito Park a trip that is gradually
The Republicans elected W. E.
sustained the British contention.
49; Roibal, 51; Hynd, 45.
Jaines
Galisteo Catron, 61; Prichard, 55;
"I have not studied the effect of
Hall and C. N. Compton.
Sena, 59; Ortega, 57; Pankey, 63 FATAL WRECK ON THE
sunlight from a medical standpoint," connecting his name with money al-- throughout the country since the
to have figured in the election tablishment of the summer school In
Santa Fe County.
GREAT NORTHERN. replied Mr. Kimball. "We are InterLaughlin, 40; Delgado, 44; Cartwright,
" We enjoyed our
ticket is
The whole Republican
39; Roibal, 34; Hynd, 36.
Kalispell, Mont., Sept. 7. Two per- ested in the sun as far as It affects of Senator Lorimer, and G. E. Condra, the Rito canon.
,Agua Frla Catron 65, Prichard 65, sons were killed,
seriously In- - climate. But I am convinced that sun- - of the University of Nebraska. "I un- sojourn ln Santa Fe so much we shall elected by majorities ranging from 60
Sena 2, Ortega 67, Pankey 52, Jured, several perhaps fatally and light is the great disinfectant and derstand Hines did not want the surely return in the winter," said Mr. to 380.
San Miguel County.
Laughlin 51, Delgado 63, Cartwright twenty others suffered minor hurts ln given ordinary conditions,
it is a place," said President Baker of the Barber, "and certain it Is that the cliff
a wreck of an east bound Burlington mighty good thing."
56, Roibal 47, Hynd 52.
ticket Is
The entire Republican
congress. "So I appointed Mr. Condra." dwellings alone are of sufficient mag-"am still chairman," declared Mr. netic power to draw a tourist across elected. The Democrats carried only
Stanley Catron 28, Prichard 47, train on the Great Northern track,
"Well, what do you do on a very
Sena 26, Ortega 34, Pankey 58. Laugfc- early today at Coram, twenty miles cloudy day do you go fishing when Hines. "I was regularly appointed, the continent to see them and study four out of 57 precincts. Twenty-seveeast of here. The train was en route
and hav not been asked by President .
from Seattle to Kansas City.
continued on Page Eight)
Baker to relinquish the place."
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued on Page Eight)
(Continued on Page Eight- Governor Mills returned last night
from Las Vegas wbere he cast his bal lot at yesterday's election.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
is expected home tonight or tomorrow from Roswell, where he went to
vote. With Mr. Jaffa are Mrs. Jaffa,
the Misses Jaffa and Benarthur Jaffa.
They will also return with the secre-

Milwaukee, Sept. 7. Colonel Roose- velt arrived from St. Paul this morn- hours
ing and for nearly twenty-fou- r
will be the guest of the Milwaukee
press club on the occasion of its silver jubilee celebration. A big crowd
welcomed the colonel when he stepped from the train. Emil Seidel, the
Socialist mayor of the city, was not
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ARISTY?FRESH YEAST

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL
CASH PURCHASES

inter Grocery Co.
F.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

Telephone

WEDNESDAY,

ECZEMA TOTALLY

nmsv finikin hp

Established 1856.

No. 40

SEPTEMBER

7, 1910.

Incorporated 1903a

LIGfllAN BROS CO.

COVERED HIS FACE
BELIEVE ME IF ALL THOSE ENDEARING YOUR CHARMS.
Believe me, if all those endearing;
When a Baby Hair Ali Came Out
jour charms,
Which I gaze on so fondly today,
Mother
Always Scratching
and
Were to change by tomorrow
He
Cured
Got
Cuticuraand
was
fleet in my arms,
Like fairy girls fading away,
After 3 Years of Disease.
Thou wouldst still be adored, as thi
moment thou ari
''My eon was about four months old
hen he was taken with dreadful ecze
Let thy loveliness fade as it will,
ma.. I had four different
And around the dear ruin each wish of
doctors but they could
heart
my
not help him. The hair
Would entwine itself verdantly still.
all came out and his lace
was totally covered. His
eyes were shut and we
It is not when beauty and youth are
thought he would go
thine own,
blind. His limbs and body
And thy cheeks unyrofaued by a tear
were also affected. He wag
always scra!iing; I had
That the fervor and faith of a soul can
to keep his little hands
be known,
tied down and be seemed
To which time will but make thee
to have a great deal of
pain. We did not know what to do. I
more dear;
used to get sick handling him, from the
No, the heart that has truly loved way the corruption was always running.
" But I got some Cuticura Soap and
never forgets,
Cuticura Ointmrnt anil in a week or
But as truly loves on to the close,
ten days I could see the eruption drying
As the sunflower turns on her god up and before long he was cured, after
about three years of the terrible disease.
when he sets,
Now he is nineteen
old and has
The same look which she turn'd when not a sign of the old years
trouble. You see
MOORE.
I learned to save;
of the
he rose.
doctors' bills by using Cuticura Soap
I
and
will
and
Ointment
recommend
a
Killed a Cougar At Carlsbad,
either to any one and advise them to
large mountain lion which was stealthi- use them and receive a safe, speedy
cure. Mrs. Catherine Mocklin, Dock
in
the
child
playing
ly approaching a
St., Royalton, Pa., Feb. 21, 1910."
sand was killed by William Jones.
Cuticura is the most economical treatment for torturing, disfiguring affections
of the skin of infants, children and adults.
"FIGHTING BOB" EVANS
A single cake of Cuticura Soap and box
PASSED LAM Y YESTERDAY, of Cuticura Ointment are often sufficient.

-

Bobolink
Also

M

WE STILL HAVE LEFT

A great many Bargains

in Summer Goods of
every description. - - - -

THESE
Don't Delay

MUST
BE SOLD

f

three-quarte-

SEE FOR YOURSELF

CALL. AfTO

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

-

niauiomis.
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afcctiws. Clocks

assortment.
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Cuticura Soap (25c, Ointment (5f1c), Resolvent
ff0r ). arid Chocolate Coated Tills (2.ri), are sold
throu'.'hout the world. Potter DruK & Chcm. Corp.,
St;le I'rops.. 137 Columbus Ave., boston.
afMai!ed Free, Cuticura Book on Skin and Scalp.

Believe That Aerial
Craft Will Cut Much of a Figure

He Does Not

in

Buy Plow While we have
a good

Warfare.

Albuquerque, X. M., Sept. 7. Al-- j your
historical investigations
was
though his hair is streaked with gray brought to our attention, and was consomewhat
is
and his well knit frame
sidered and discussed by this board
crippled with rheumatism, Rear Ad- - with the deepest interest. We are all
miral Robley Duuglison Evans, Unit-- j familiar with the contribution
you
J
ed States navy, retired, is still a fight-- have already made to the
i
history of
of
to
his
name
er, living up
"Fighting! the southwest in your published work
Bob," by which he is known to every on the military occupation of New
jack tar in the American navy.
Mexico, and we learn with great sat"Fighting Bob" passed through Al- isfaction of the continuation of your
buquerque at noon yesterday, en route researches, and of their extension to
to Paso Robles Hot Springs,
Cal., a much broader field. It is the desire
where he has a home and where he of this board to make the Museum of
JFWELER
spends several months each year. Thej New Mexico, a force for the encouradmiral was in Albuquerque but a few agement of scientific and historical remoments and remained in his state-- ; search in the southwest, and as its
room during the time the train was facilities increase, to extend them to
all scholars, both local and foreign,
here.
"I don't believe aerial navigation
who, by their investigations are seek-- i
will be a big factor among the world ing to increase our knowledge of New
with
water Mexico's historic past. You, by your
powers in competition
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF WORK IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER
craft for the next few years at least," thorough-goinin the
researches
said the rear admiral. "Wonderful past, have already done a valuable
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
and from
progress has been made with flying service to New Mexico,
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
machines recently, however, and a what we now see of your intense deperson cannot forecast what will votion to your line of research, your
Send for prices for tanning and lining-furand hides for rugs and robes
come to pass.
systematic and scholarly method, we
Mr. Evans did not care to make any venture to predict for you a worthy
Highest prices paid lor raw turs ot all kinds
comment on the United States navy, place among American historians.
By unanimous resolution of this
saying that he would much prefer offl- GENERAL MERCHANDISE
cials in active service lo say what' board, it was voted to extend to you
our thanks for the splendid work you
PHONE
was to be said.
,'SANTA FK, N, M,
A"a CANON
l
BLACK
road:
Rear Admiral Evans is one of the are doing, to assure you of our deeu
ESSE most picturesque sea fighters of the interest in it, and to express the hope!
present day. A glance at his fighting'
you may be enabled to bring your
jaw tells how he came by the name,! work to a successful conclusion. With
"Fighting Bob." Stockily and sturdily assurance of our highest personal es-- '
built Mr. Evans is still hale and hear- teem, we send you this communica-- !
ty and looks every inch a scrapper t:on in the name and on behalf of the
who would not hesitate to jump on a board of regents of the Museum
ot
battleship at a moment's notice and New Mexico.
JOHN R. M'FIE,
participate in a red hot battle. Mr.
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN
Evans was born at Floyd Court House,
President.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Floyd- county, Virginia.
August 18,
;
1846. He was appointed to the TJnit-- j
Secretary, i
Mr. R. E. Twitchell, East Las Ve-- i
ed States naval academy from Utah
in I860, was prombted ensign in 1863. gas, N. M.
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
and in 1S64-was on board the PowDAY ANIGHT
hatan of the North Atlantic blockadDfln
IOC PA LACK
PHONE
AVK
He participated
ing squadron.
in
CITY TOPICS
both attacks on Fort Fisher in 1868,
AND
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY
SATISFACTORILY
DOME.
was commissioned
lieutenant commander in 1870-1- , was on duty at the
at
navy yards, Washington, 1S71-2- ,
the navay academy.
3t
Colo.,
Denver,
Having served
Sept. 7.
in 1873-The forecast is fair tonight $
successively 3n Shenandoah
and the Congress, of the European
followed by increasing cloudi- - X
station he was made commander in
ness Thursday, cooler in north X
1578: in 1S91-was in command on
X
portion Thursday.
the Yorktown at: Valparaiso,
Chile,
and in 1893 became captain. During
Maximum Was 77 The maximum
the Spanish war he was in command
temperature yesterday was 77 degrees
of the Iowa ana at the naval battle at and the minimum was 55. The averSOLE AGENTS FOR
Santiago he took an important part age relative humidity was 36 per cent
in the destruction of Cervera's fleet.
and the precipitation was 0.01 of an
In 1901 he was commissioned rear ad- inch of rain.
Yesterday was a clear
miral and in 1902 was made of the
day with a heavy thunder
pleasant
Asiatic fleet, with the flagship Ken- storm at
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
night over the mountains,
tucky.
and a sprinkle of rain over the city. A
Last year the rear admiral took the
ago today the maximum was 73
Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
fleet around Cape Horn to San Fran- year
degrees and the minimum 53 with 100
cisco, where lie formally retired from per cent of sunshine.
the navy.
Seeds
Salt
Attention is called to the advertiseof the Fischer Drug Company in
ment
MILITARY OCCUPATION
issue. They are inviting inquirthis
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAINHODSE IN SANTA FE
OF NEW MEXICO. ies
about Rexall Remedies and suggesting other things of interest to
Regents of Museum of New Mexico those
in need of anything in the drug
Praise Work and Undertaking of
line.
R. E. Twitchell.
SATISFACTION
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You don't ay freight on thegoods ycu buy t home. You see
what you want before you give up your money.
If anything goes wrong, we are here to make it good.
IWe sell reliable known brands; we do not hide
poor quality
under a strange brand.
You save money when you buy at home, that's why you want to
.
buy from us.

'

MULLIGAN & RISING
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If it's Hardware

ffpfif

ff;

S&Rc$

We h aveit.

WHOLESALE
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Aft D.. RETAIL

Screened
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Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. ' Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
TAEZTUr8.
.VK l CAPITAL COAL YARD
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Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

All
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UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
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Telephone

85

Telephone; 85

kinds cf Garden and Fidd Seeds.

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATfc INSURANCE

International Stock Food

LEO

As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstraet-l- io
youlknow whether '
you have an absolute title to. the property which vousnow iownv '

HERSCH

?itle' THE SANTA FE ASSiRflGT
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SERVICE

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

PopKes

Sol

Buggies and Saddle Horses

&;insu-"anc- e

Agency

Catron Block

ail
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Santa Fe, N;

piAEaofips
Prices
Kigni uooas
Right Service
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(Continued on Page Eight.)
September 1, 1910.
Dear Sir At the annual meeting of
the board of regents of the Museum
See the Beautiful one hundred piece
of New Mexico, held at the excavating dinner set at Santa . Fe
Hardware
headquarters in the Rito de los Fri Company to be given away at the
'
joles, August 27, 1910, the subject of Adobe Grand.
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Tel Black
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Filled by
Dale Mtfhotis
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Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

G&.'iTA
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mnh&
vnnr nfrzti nru- tr rxco oro
or
UUU. the claim that we sell better qoods than any one
else, for we offer you the best qrades in all our lines that is possible to produce
"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
Phone
Phone Trade here for satisHSSIC
"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
IT
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and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

" he Store Everybody Likes'
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REASON.

A GOOD

Santa Fe People Can Tell

EW CENSUS

You Why

It Is So.
Doan's. Kidney Pills cure the cause
of disease, and that is why the cures
This remedy
are always lasting.
the kidneys,
tones
and
up
strengthens
the hody
helping them to drive out of
the liquid poisons that cause backache, headache and distressing kidney
and urinary complaints. Santa Fe peocures.
ple testify to permanent
Jose Ortis y Baca. Alto St., Santa
Fe, N. M, says: "In 1907 I procured Doan's Kidney Pills and used them
for pains in my back which bad
troubled me for three years. Doan's
relief
Kidney Pills brought prompt
and proved so satisfactory that gave a
Now,
public statement in their favor.
after two and a half years have passed, I gladly confirm every word of that
testimonal. I can add tbat I bave
since used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving
them a more thorough trial and have
I konw that
srreat relief.
this remedy is a sure cure for back
ache and kidney complaint.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
n

Foster-Milbur-

S t&t 6 3.

Remember the name
take no other.

ROSWELL.

TO AND FROM
made

Connection

and

Doan's

with. Automobile

line at Vaughn for Roswell. dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto--j
mobile

W. Stockard.

J.

by wire
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IMPEHUL LAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Friday.
Returns Thursday
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
Mrs FO. BROWN Agent
Phone No. 23 Red

WOOD'S HACK USE
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
South
Meets Both North
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. in.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack

arrival of
arrives at
any other
and good

teams.

2tic7

TUVn.

Ps

dsueto

Mateo

Trip

$5.00

eexLgfer Conafbrta.

PMC.

ol.

KERR'S
PLAZA

barber shop

For 19 year the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dindruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete 'ine of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICI0E, 0E LUXE QUININE

&

FITCH

BATHS BATHS

BATHS

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yor
Bocks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.

FE, N.

M.

PAGE THREE.

name of the county or city appearing
at the head of a column, and the various subjects being listed down the
side of the page. The il'Miis regarding counties will require two pasrvs to
list. In this way, by reading down
the figures in a given column on two
Stomach trouble is but a symptom of. an! no
In itself a true disease.
of rjTatwpus,
facing pages the citizen of any coun- Heartburn,
and Indigestion a nal dla
rii
ty will have before him all the facts th. y op- symptoms only of a certain
specine
sickness nothing e!ie.
which the census publishes with re- Vrve
It was tills fact thnt tiret
enrwtly M Dr Phono
gard to thai county. The data for In !!).;y creation of that now wry popular stomach
ir. Slioop's Kcttorarivo. (join direct
twelve counties can be presented in t:iihc
nerves, alorit hroi slit that success
favor to Dr. Snoop and his
this manner on the two pases. By
tout original and highly vital principle, not
turning a few pages and reading from ;:' lastiiiir accomplishment were ever to be had
distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
left to right a person can compare the For rtorniich
and sallow complexion, try Dr. Sl.nop's
Tablets or Liquid-a- nd
see for you.
figures for his county with those of
" tan and will do. We sell and cheer.
every other county In the state. A flUily recommend
similar treatment will be given to at
least the principal statistics of individual cities.
"The bulletins for the several states,
a." first issued, will not, it should be
noted, contain all the information
which the census will ultimately pubSTRIPLING BURROWS CO.
lish with regard to that state or its
large cities. It will contain only the
information which is secured by the each county the population classified
first two 'runs of the population cards according to sex, the fisures fur the
machines. whites of each sex being separated
the tabulating
through
from those for the ncgrot-sThis, however, includes all the infor'Tinier the next heading will be
mation which will ever be available
with regard to counties and their shown the number ot foreign-horminor civil divisions, and the smaller while inhabitants distributed accord-ins- ;
to the country in which they were
cities and villages; for it will readily
be understood that the census can born; and also the number of whites
not afford to present such elaborate born in this country, but with foreign
statistics with regard to a county, n parents, distributed according to the
township, or a small city as It can country in which their parents were
with regard to a large city or a state horn.
as a whole.
"The various figures with regard to
tlie population of a county, above menTables in the State Bulletins.
"Briefly, each of these bulletins will tioned, will, it is expected, extend the
contain the following principal tables: length of one page of the bulletin.
"(1) The State A table showing The remaining facts regarding the
the number of inhabitants of the state county will be presented ou the opposas a whole from the earliest census to ite page.
"At the top of the second page there
date, with the percentage of increase
will appear the statistics for males
at each census.
"(2) Minor Civil Divisions A table of voting age, showing the total num-- .
showing the number of inhabitants in ber and their classification according
each county and minor civil division to color and tin the case of whites)
for each of the last three censuses. liiative or foreign birth and native or
"(3) Incorporated Places A table 'foreign parentage, together with pershowing the number of inhabitants at centages showing the proportion of
for each class at the censuses ot 1910 and
each of the last three censuses
13U0.
each incorporated city or town.
For the white population born
"These first three tables show only abroad there will also be presented
the number of inhabitants and no figures showing the number and per
details with regard to their charact- cent who are fully naturalized, who
eristics.
have taken out their first papers seek"(4) Counties in Detail The fourth ing naturalization, or who are aliens
table will show for each county all the who have taken out no papers.
facts with regard to the characterisStatistics of Illiteracy.
tics of the population which the cen"Next will be presumed county stasus proposes to publish by counties, tistics of illiteracy, showing the numbe- ber of
comparisons
including various
illiterates among various classtween the figures at the present cen- es and the percentage which they conThe stitute of the total population of the
sus and at previous censuses.
totals of these items for the state as given class. These statistics will rea whole will, of course, also be given. late (1) to all persons 10 years of age
"(5) Cities in Detail The fifth table and over, which gives the measure of
will present similar information in de- tile total
illiteracy; (2) to males of
tail regarding muncipalities cities, voting age only; and 3j to persons
of
a
population
from 10 to 20 years of age; these figvillages, etc. having
2,500 or more.
ures being of significance in determin"The table showing detailed statis- ing the degree to which the schools at
tics of individual counties will be the present are succeeding in educating the
most bulky as well as the most im- children of the county. The relative
portant feature of this first series of illiteracy of the different classes of
state bulletins. It will contain some- the population according to color and
what more information regarding each to native or foreign birth will also t'e
county than was available at the cen- shown. The percentages of illiteracy
sus of 1900. Aside from presenting by counties were lacking in the cencertain classifications which were not sus of 1900, only absolute numbers beThe figures for illiteracy
presented before, there will be more ing given.
extensive use of percentages, which of children 10 to 11 are also an Innoone vation.
facilitate comparison between
School Age and Attendance.
county and another, and also more extensive presentation of the statistics
"Finally, for each county will be
of earlier censuses for comparison presented satistics of school age and
with those of the present census.
attendance.
At the census of 19U0 the
The Details for Each County.
number of persons of school age was
"Taking up the form of these coun- presented in one table, and the numty tables somewhat more fully, it is ber attending school in an entirely difthe purpose to present at the top of ferent table. In the proposed county
the column for each county the total table for the present census the two
number of Inhabitants at each census sets of figures will be presented side
from 1870 to 1910, with the increase by side and the percentage of children
and the percentage of increase from of school age who attend school will
1890 to 1900 and from 1900 to 1910.
be shown.
The table will distinguish
"The urban population of the coun children under four age groups: Six
ty will then be distinguished from the to 9 years, 10 to 14, 15 to 17, and 18
into 20, since there are wide differences
rural, the former being defined as
cluding all places 2,500 (possibly to be in the proportion of school attendance
changed to 2,000) inhabitants or over, at different ages. It will also compare
and a comparison will be made with the school attendance of whites and
the census of 1900 in this respect.
negroes and that of the native and
which was never foreign-borThis distinction,
whites.
shown for individual counties before,
Statistics of Cities.
deterof
for
the purpose
is important
"The table for incorporated places
mining whether the growth of the of 2,500 inhabitants or more, which
county is in the cities or in its farm- will be presented in each state bullethe tin, will be similar in form to the
ing population, or what part of
table for counties, above described,
growth is in each. The density of
per square mile will also be but more condensed. The limit of popshown for each county.
ulation, entitling a place to admission
"Next will be presented the statis to this table, may be reduced to 2,000.
V.ls of th3 population classified
The table will cover all the general
to color, and, for the whites, subjects covered by the county table,
naaccording to general nativity, i. e.,
except the subject of country or birth
tive or foreign birth. The white popu- of the foreign born and of foreign-borto
1890
from
lation for each census
parents of the native born; but
1910 will be compared with the negro less detail will be presented with repopulation. The distinction of blacks gard to each subject.
and mulattoes for 1910 and also the
"It will be understood that although
s
(Chinese, less detail is given with regard to the
figures for other
folJapanese and Indian combined)
smaller incorporated places between
low. The white population will be dis- 2,500 and 25,000 inhabitants, a great
:
(1)
the
classes
to
tributed according
deal more detail will ultimately be
Native with native parents, (2) native given with regard to the larger cities
with both parents foreign born, (3) of 25,000 inhabitants and upwards
native with one narent native and the than is
given with regard to the counother foreign born, and (i) loreign ties. Similarly, much more detail will
made
born, and comparisons will be
be given in the final report for states
with previous censuses. There will than for counties. It has not yet been
also be a presentation showing the decided whether this additional detail
percentage of the total population rep- with regard to the larger cities and
resented at each of the last two cen- the states as a whole will ultimately
suses by the several classes of the be
published in the form of state
population as , determined by both bulletins or not. Even if published in
perSuch
color and general nativity.
the form of state bulletins, It is expectcentage comparisons have never here- ed that the statistics will also be pretofore been presented for counties and sented for the purpose of facilitating
will have the great advantage of en- comparisons between different cities
abling the people of each county to or states in the form of subject tables,
kuow what classes of the population each dealing with a single subject and
are relatively gaining or losing and
presenting the figures for all the
how much change has taken place
larger cities of the United States; one
Sex.

GENERAL CHANGES

PROPOSED

DIRECTED
B

THE

Details for Each County Will
Be of Much Interest
Locally.
Washington,

IX

C,

7.

Sept.

Cen-

sus Director Durand announced today
that the census bureau will begin
about January next the issuance from
time to time of a series of bulletins,
each giving certain population statistics for a single state and its subdivis
ions.
The form of these bulletins,
which will later be bound up to constitute regular census volumes, marks
a very distinct departure
from the
method of publishing census statistics
ten years ago. It is one step in the
carrying out of Director Durand's aim
to simplify and make more accessible
the census data, so that they can be
readily used, not merely by expert
students and statisticians, but by the
average citizen. The director's statement follows:
Form of Reports of 1900 Census.
"In the reports of the previous census practically all the information was
arranged with a view to facilitating
comparisons between different locali
ties with resepct to a given subject,
and not with a view to enabling the
people of a given locality to ascertain
readily all the facts with regard to

"Thus, the
all the

numbers of inhabitants
minor civil divisions townships, villages, etc., of all
the states were presented in one table,
the same figures for the incorporated
places of all the states in another
table, the various classes of population details regarding all the counties
in the United States in another series
of tables, etc. This meant that a person who wished to look up the statistics of minor civil divisions, incorporated places and counties for his own
state alone, had to look in several
widely separated places for them.
Even a person who desired to find information with regard to his own county alone had to consult a large number of scattered tables.
"In one table, for example, he would
find the absolute number of Inhabitants for his county side by side with
similar figures for every other county
in the United States, he would have
to go to another table, where again the
figures for all the counties of the country appeared, to find the figures distinguishing the population of his county
according to color and native and foreign birth. He would have to turn
over many pages more before he
came to the figure for his county
with regard to the country of birth of
the foreign born. Still further over he
would find the figures for his county
regarding males 21 years of age and
over; in another place, in fact, in another volume, the figures regarding Illiteracy; still elsewhere those regarding the school attendance of the children. In each of these tables the figures for any one county were presented from left to right, the various
counties being listed down the Bide of
the page and the subjects across the

top.

"The result of this method of presentation was that very few of the Inhabitants of any county ever saw or
made any use of the statistics regard-

ing that county, except possibly those
of the mere number of inhabitants.
Similarly, in the 1900 census report,
the statistics of any given city or village had to be picked out from many
scattered places.
General Changes Proposed.
is the intention at the present
census to publish for each state a bulletin which will contain at least the
more important figures derived from
the population census, both for the
state, as a whole, and for its counties,
cities, and minor civil divisions. Moreover, the facts available with regard
to any given county or any given city
which are contained in this bulletin,
will be all published together in one
place, one item below another, the

"It
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CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
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Academic and Preparatory Courses
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Send for Prospectus
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BROTHER EDWARD President

pot of the West ui at, e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine: everv day. I. t
Ittie rain or snov during session.
El even OfficenTand
Instructors, all graduates from stardard
eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lr all respects
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon. President; W
G, Hamliroa, Vice President; J, Pholps White,
Treasurer; W. M. AtWInsou Secretary, and Ws
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IN CLASS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecoa Valley the
garden
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St. Michael's College
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
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For particulars anl llltisir&ied catalogue
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Wells Fargo
Company
Express
General Express Forwarder
TO

farts

All

of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience

by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TKAVFLERf
M0N3Y ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Taraa?Haat the United States. Canada. Mexico
tnci'aSI Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

0. BARNES. Aoent

J.

LIVELY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Cafl up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES
Don

CHAS. CLOSSDfJ

Saspar Avcnut

THE C.

RIGHT.

E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, ?(i0.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,;
LARGE
AND

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We have irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are;
Invited tocorrespoud with us.

1

SMALL

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

IN NEW

'

RANCHES,
LARGK
AND
SMALL.

LET US HE4R FROM YOU,

MEXICO,

NEAT ATTIRE

"

n

pop-u.atio-

n

non-white-

Santa

New Mexico Military Institute

Witti-u-

for

If you want anything on eartn try
a New Mexican Want Ad

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

ihi-.-

Each State and Territory to
Be Subjectof Separate

See the Beautiful one hundred piece
dinner set at Santa Fe Hardware
Company to be given away at the that locality.
Adobe Grand.

FE

Classification

...

"There will

next

by

be presented for

(Continued on Page

Six.)

1

Particular care is taken that no

out-

fit leaves
THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY
STABLE

unless it is in perfect condition.
Horses fresh, vehicler clean and easy
running. Drivers spick and span.
Patrons are always well pleased with
our service. We have rigs of all kinds
for use at any time of day or night
and our charges are moderate.

flLLIilS 4
310 San Francisco

St

when apparently "run to seed" a llttlb
we equally benefited by our renovation treatment.
We put an entirely
new appearance on them, giving each
garment a freshness that suggests the
original appearance when brand new.
We are prompt and careful with our
work and guarantee to all partons per.
feet satisfaction as well as contentment with the low prices charged.

Julius Muralter, Tailor

BISISG
'Phone 139

JjTI

"

Ret

Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenue.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the TJ. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at' 8: 30 a. m arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Ieave Roswell at 12:30 a. m arrive
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

J.

W.

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor.
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M at
least 24 hours in advance.
Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point

STOCKARD, managsr
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CONON
WILSON
PBCFESSML CARDS.
SERVATION.
Wilson
of
Secretary
Agriculture
before the conservation congress to-- !
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
FRANK P. STURGES,
day voiced solemn warning and yet a
p WAITER.
Vice President tone of optimism
pervaded his re- Chas. F.
Editor and President.
Chas. R. Easley.
Easley,
marks. He said:
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasure- r
Estancia.
Fe.
Santa
"The most important farm conserv& EASLEY,
EASLEY
Postoiflct,.
!a? Santa
Enierecl as Second Class Matter
ation is undoubtedly the preparation
Attorneys at Law.
of farm youth for better farm manage$3.50
mall
bv
six
Dallv.
months
SUBSCRIPTION.
RATES OF
our
ment. We have inherited
system
25
2.00
E. C. ABBOTT
Uaily per week by carrier
Wppklv nei vear . .
of education that looked to the farm
75
Daily, per month, by carrier....
Attorney-at-La1.00
months
reinforce
the
to
ix
the
best
material
for
Weekly,
65
Daily, per month, by mail
Practice n the District and Su
50 professions and the industries. Edu7.00 Weekly, per quarter
year, by mail
Daily,
Prompt and careful
cation has, therefore, prepared youn? Heme Courts.
for everything but farm life. attention given to all business.
people
COUNTY.
FE
SANTA
OFFICIAL PAPER CF
New Mexict
The American congress saw this half Santa Fe,
to
sent
is
for
Mexico.
I.
a
in
New
and
agriago
provided
century
oldest
newspaper
is
ThTNe
the
Mexican
cultural colleges in all the states;
a larse and growing ercnlatM
CATRON & CATRON
verv postotP.ce in the Territory, and has
these colleges have crown, and are
Southwest.
the
of
ive
Attorneys and Counsel
veopie
in
rionc the Intelligent and process
a
hopeful task,
preparing teachers,
Office: Catron Block
the nature of things, tt is difficult to fianta
New Mexico
Fe,
change ' materially modify the edu(union! A. a ?.FL
cation of a people, interwoven with
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
their history, their industries, their
Attorneys-at-Laand relitraditions
their
literature,
L.
Lawson.
J.
THE RESULT.
in
in the District Courts as
Practice
It
is
done,
however,
gion;
being
(i. E. Moffelt.
is
our
accumulatas
the Supreme Court of
well
before
Research
country.
ballots
yesterday
The battle of the
Ed. F. Saxon.
,
ing facts along the life lines of our the territory.
,
in fjivnr!
.,;,itni.v
v..
B.
D.
Roark.
TcSlUHHl
il (tevmrii
The people read the publica- - Las Cruces.
New Mexico
people
W. W. Mayes.
of the Republioans and a safe and
tions treating field and forest, the soil
Samuel Eldodt.
and its crops, the animal and its well
sane constitution. It was a stinging
,T. II. Crist.
EDWARD C. WADE
much
as
being.
ideas,
socialistic
of
defeat
Attorney-at-LaJames Hall.
The Democratic
"Irrigation and dry land farming,
C. M. Compton.
as of Democracy.
in the Supreme and Dis
Practices
new bread and fodder plants,
the trict Courts of the Territory, in the
R. W. Hefln.
leaders put up a more vigorous and
growing of sugar beets last year to Probate Court and before the U. S
M. D. Taylor.
a more skilful fight than tihey have for
make our 500,000 tons of sugar, the
D.
Tillman.
Edward
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
many years in this territory and they
prospect of using the carbon dioxyde Offices.
M.
H.
Dougherty,
disthe
of our atmosphere to make all our
united with themselves all
New Mexico
.lames G. Fitch.
Las Cruces
of
their
sweetening, the development of rice
gruntled elements outside
on the gulf coast to equal our con- county
A VOICE FROM OREGON.
party, as here in Santa Fe
RENEHAN & DAVIES
sumption, the study of tobaccos of
Theodore T. Greer of home growth to save the nation's mon- - A. El. Renehan
where poliiicnl lines were lost sight
E. P. Davie
Attorneys-at-Laentirely in the effort to even person- Oregon, the father of the Oregon sys- ey, the exploration of the old world
tem of the initiative and referendum, for plants and a thousand other activ- Practice in the Supreme and Dis
al scores and to gain vantage ground
is in Arizona this week and his view ities that affect agriculture the people irict Courts. Miu.ng and Land Law a
for the state election. The territory of the
system of which he is deemed read about and approve.
Office in Catron Block.
respecialty.
is to be congratulated upon the
the "father", is therefore of great
Fe
New Mexlce
Santa
million
nieces
of
literature
"Twenty
sult and now that the die has been
relating to the farm were sent out
should
"1 have heard," he
said, "that a from the department of agriculture
cast, harmony and enthusiasm
G. W. PRICHARD
of strong effort is being made to put during the last fiscal year. The state
reign for the drafting and adopting
and Consellor-at-LaAttorney
I
am
and
a par- it into your constitution
agricultural colleges all contribute to
in
Practice
a constitution that will not be
all the District Courts
amazed that you should unnecessarily the volume of
matter relating and
tisan document, but a fundamental try to engraft something upon youri to the farm. printed
gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
law along simple and conservative constitution that imperils your chance
"There are well known methods of Office:
I do
following
the
not
over
Laughlia Blk Santa Fe, N. M
that
think
admission.
of
A
lines.
glance
uu-iDy our
management
practiced
it
the Congress would regard
favorably. best farmers that
list of men who will constitute
results
bring
If you must have direct legislation, and well known methods good
ReWILLIAM McKEAN
and practicconstitutional convention, both
to es that
will be ample opportunity
there
Attorney-at-Lareduce
op-certain
Tender
and
is
fertility
publican and Democrats,
get it after you have become a state. erations on the farm unprofitable. The'
and Land Law.
Mining
and that It is not now or never with you.
proof that sanity will prevail
New Mexico
domestic animal has been associated Taos
disa
Get
at
statehood
chances?
Why take
with profitable farming from the earl- statesmanship will not be
constitution to iest times of which we have authen-and then
C. W. G. WARD
'
count in the constitutional conven- suit the make your
majority.
tic records.
The pasture on which
Territorial District Attorney
tion:
"I noticed another thing. Constitu- the animal grazes is the best known
Fo. San Miguel and Mora Counties
Republican.
tions are not supposed to be formed method of restoring the
New Mexico
Las
necessary
Vegas.
H. O. Bursum.
by parties. If the constitution should physical condition (hat is impaired by
a
to
submitted
be
Luna.
Congress
Republican
Solomon
cultivation, as well as the source of,
r. w. WITTMAN
and President as a Democratic con- tlhe cheapest production.
Thomas B. Catron.
Draftsman
stitution, the result of a Democratic
"When the farmer desires a heavy
Charles A. Spiess.
Copies furnished of records on 'flit
that fact would not greatly crop of any kind he
victory,
a pas- - in the U. S. Surveyo- - General's Office
Frank W. Parker.
conduce to the approval of the docu- ture and seeds down plows up Conanother.
New Mexicfl
Santa Fe,
A. B. Fall.
ment. You want in the first place a tinual cultivation and use of
rnmmpr- E. A. luieia.
can
which
constitution with
congress
cial fertilizers without systems of ro- E. S. Stover.
PROBERT & COMPANY
find no fault."
tation or domestic animals is advised
Nestor Montoya.
Investments
referendum
"Has
and
initiative
the
by some latter day ventures in agri-Charles Springer.
Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
of
legislation culture but the results are not permaimproved the character
C. J. Roberts.
Money Loaned for Investors.
in Oregon?" Mr. Greer was asked,
nently good and where this method
We have for sale general stocks of
Gregory Page.
has
rehad
"it
trial
it
dis-has
he
has
1
has not,"
long
replied,
brought
Juan Navarro.
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
sulted in Ihelter skelter legislation, appointment notably in the cotton 0ther Business Opportunities through-- !
T. D. Burns.
which comparatively few voters have growing states.
Venceslao Jaramillo.
nut Tana nniintv.
We have now thirty-twunderstood.
"if our country is to grow and de- - j
"W. E. Lindsey.
Bank References Furnished.
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the
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bills
be
coming
veiop
Eugenio Romero.
patriotic people hope, we Taos
New Mexico.
a
crude
election. Under
arrangement must conserve the fertility of our
George W. Pilchard.
for acquainting the voters with the soils, and the moisture that is precipi
Jose D. Sena.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
character of the bills, the secretary tated not only on our farms but that
Malaquias Martinez.
- which
100,the
to
of
state
falls
issues
the
pamphlets
Eufracio Gallegos.
upon
highlands and
Connection made with Automobile
000 voters of the state. These pam- now flows idly to the seas in all secFrancis E. Wood.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
and
bills
argu- tions of our country."
phlets contain the
Herbert P. Raynolds.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros
ments for and against them. These
A. A. Sedillo.
:
Ros- j well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
arguments are sent to the secretary
M. L. Stern.
m.
Automobile
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3:30
There
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no
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will
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inil.ia"Oregon"
by anybody who chooses to make them tive and referendum
Auastacio Gutierrez.
clause in the New Roawell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and usually they are made either by Mexico
Norman Bartlett.
constitution.
No special in-- and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. 1 ne
persons who have an interest in
George Brown.
oe
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win
permitted to write a fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
them and have no other business to
P. J. O'Brien.
word of the fundamental law. Legis- is $5.80 and between Torrance and
to.
themselves
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attend
pamphlets
Gauna.
Francisco
lative matters will have to abide their Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto
usually find their way into the waste
W. E. Garrison.
the convening of the first state mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
time,
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I
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basket.
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Charles E. Miller.
That is the sensible way.
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ness men about the pending
Isidoro Armijo.
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J. J. Moises.
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vote
'No!'
will
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Salome Martinez.
day for the Insurgents. The
may be good or may not he; these ideals of the Progressive Republicans
.T. G.
Clancy.
to
not
them
time
voters
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study
gripped the imagination of the
Tranquilino Labadie.
and they reason that if the bills are voters and the "Stand Pat" leaders
John H. Canning.
defeated Oregon will be in no worse are about to be
Jacobo Aragon.
eclipsed. The world
shape than before."
do move but it took Taft and RooseDaniel Cassidy.
In reply to another question. Gov- velt to give it a shove.
Anastacio Medina.
ernor Greer said that the sentiment
Emanuel Lucero.
in Oregon against direct legislation
Fred S. Brown.
The quiet and orderly way that
was growing, especially among ReReed Holloman.
the
election was conducted throughto
Charles Kohn.
publicans but there is no easy way
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.1. Amado Lucero.
crystallize this sentiment. Under the the
in' fact bet-people are well
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Perfecto Esquibel.
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of states,
majority
difficult
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other
thing.
plan
Alejandro Sandoval,
to conduct their own affairs.
Atanacio Roibal.
Governor Greer was asked how
Margarito Romero.
the principle of direct legislation came
First estimates make the total Re
S. B. Davis.. Jr.
to be adopted. He smiled and said: publican
majorities in New Mexico
J. M. Cunningham.
The
"We got that from populism.
exceed 5,000. H is certain that on a
'
Harry W. Kelly.
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Luciano Maes.
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Nepomucemo Segura.
cerning which it had been especially upward in a vote of 75,000.
Victor Ortega.
Insistent. The Populist party began
B. F. Pankey.
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Hon. Solomon Luna came up from
F. H. Winston.
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ReAniceto Abeyta.
we would attract the fragments of the publican
No wonder that
majority.
J. Francisco Romero.
party. We attracted them; they are the Democrats are
getting tired of
in our midst" and we have had in such leaders.
Squire Hartt.
"William McKean.
are
ever
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since; they
O. G. Martinez.
growing worse. The initiative, refThe city of Santa Fe knew its own
If yon like good 'loffpe then
William Mcintosh.
erendum and recall has been the foun interests too well and
you will surely oe charmed
it therefore
with.
A. B. McDonald.
dation on which the
Oregon saved the Republican ticket from de
Acacio Gallegos.
plan has been built."
feat which the enemies of the capital B
Candelario Vigil.
"Was not the Portland Oregonian mad plotted for it.
F. C. Fields.
at that time strongly in favor ol di
SEAL
O. W. Baker.
rect legislation?"
Chairman H. O. Bursum of the Re- John Becker.
"Oh, yes," replied the governor, "we publican central committee of the!
It has a distinctive, SatisSylvestre Mirabal.
all were: we went into it with out territory has again made good. But;
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and tine the result
Democrats.
eyes open but we could not see wtiitb he always makes good.
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H. B. Fergusson.
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er it would lead."
the world's best planfrom
Green B. Patterson.
Colfax county showed its slanderers
Greer
As to the recall, Governor
tations.
'
Emmett Patton.
said that it had been exercised but a thing or two. No one will again
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G. A. Richardson.
once and that was in a small town, dare to place it in the doubtful
John I. Hinkle.
It has fre.
where it was defeated.
Santa Fe Agents.
T. J. Mabry.
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A
W.
J.
sane and safe constitution for
Childers.
have grievances against officials, but
C. R. Brice.
it has always ended in threats. Mayor New Mexico. It means an election for
Dr. P. M. Skeen.
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W. B. Walton.
ecutive, has frequently been the subCOMPANY
A. H. Harllee.
Washington can bank on the conject of such threats. The recall is a
servatism of the New Mexico voter.'
Alvan N. White.
farce, said the governor.
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VIA i'E NEW MEXICAN

OF SANTA FE.

f ho Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1879
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

general banking rv.ismess in all its branchf?.
on trie most f svorahle terns on ail kinfe of
personal and coitaterei security. Buys and beUj Lr:ds ar.J
stocks In all markets for its customer.
Kuys and
domestic and foreign exchange an-- makes telegraphic transfer
of monay to alt parts ot the civiiued world on as liberal terma
as arc given by any money transacting agency pub';ic cr
private. Interest allowed on time dsposits at the rate of Uiree
per ce. per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances mads on consignments f livestock ar.2 products.
Tlie bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking l:ne,
aid aims to extend to the.-- as liberal treatment in ail respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles ot sound biirk
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
""Yansacts
Loans mone

c
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THE

HOTEL
'isstmrnfjammm

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best Hotels in the
Cuisiue and
Table Service

Unexcel

1

SANTA PE, NEW

Lorge Sample
R iom for Commercial Travelers

ed
IVJ

West

FXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

1

AMERICAN AND

EUROPEAN PLAN

....

j

1
-

Commodious Sample Room.

"it

Rf STAURANT WIL

H

0W

RATKS

0 ROGERS

PHONE 26

UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WM- -

GREGG Prop.

THIS WEEK

SPECIAL

ONLY

SALE ON

Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
Plain and Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
White Goods, Embroideries and LLaces.
ALL GOES AT ONE HALF
THE REGULAR PRICE,

LOOK AT OUR;
SHOW WINDOW

ADOLF "..SEUGMAN DRY GOODS

oft mum
1W Mtowiag M

ItleilNM ted

yur orders

CO

li aad km
delivered

attested to

thirsty M oaMUnr
cool and invitirir
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON ?CDA, IROH BREW
wwi BtEiv, ri.vr u 1 i; r
COCO COLA,
lAi.Lt ir.ltik.HAl. WATERS.

H. S. KAUNE

San Miguel county vindicated itself
gloriously.

A DAY AND

CORONADOGLUKeZERA

Comer of Water St.
and Don Gnu par Ave.

1

&

When you see it in the New
it is so.

Onrlncreaslng patrona(?e is the
beat proof that we merit yours.

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the Olty In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Vice sample room on first floor, 6oecIal attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial If you want first classservlce.

pr

Gilchrist
A.. H. Hudspeth.
James N. Upton.

wait.

EUROPEAN PLAN

j

B.

tl.OO

0ND SPT.15TH.

Z

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

O

j

i

JHE HOTEL

S.KAUNE

B

FULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON
If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

WP ATP

1

ha-v-

steam heated & electric
best of help employed.

Rcorr.
Ecrj
lighted, and

servingo

Statio

BUILDING PAINTED and
RENOVATED THROUGHOUT

UNDFR NEW
MANAGEMENT.

o

James

Long Pistanca Telephone

j

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
g

All drinks

from filtered water.

HENRY KRICK.
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Jack Totter of Cripple Creek, Colo.,
is at Gregg's hotel.
Oregorio Heriera, Santa Cruz, is in
town on court business.
George P. Williamson is up from
at
i
Glorieta on court business.
Mr. and Mrs. B. II. Calkins of Al-- j
are visitors In the city.
j huquerque
1'
The Rev. Father Derasches went
II H " if
to San Juan this morning for a few
days visit.
G. F. Flic k, Mrs. Holben and H. A. j
Hart were passengeis hound for Chi- - j
(
cago yesterday.
y
John H. Sargent, merchant at Ei
jRito, Rio Arriba county, is a business
visitor in Santa Fe.
I- n
Matias Montoya, of Corrillos, is a'
visitor in the city. He is stopping at
me loronaao noiei.
)
v
ft
iv
Otf
J. P. Adams, an archaeologist, is
.y
ir
v
registered at the Palace. He has been
Itoe Rito de los Frijoles canyon.
at
JUS
S. A. Hennessey, a business man of
Los Angeles, is a sightseer in the
city. He is registered at the Claire
If 200 TEARS AGO one of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
hotel.
At the present time when
at 5 per cent compound interest and you had that $200 and the Interest,
Hon. Enrique H. Salazar, recently
each dollar bill were a link' in a chain, that chain would reach from New
the
appointed receiver of the federal land
price cf linseed oil is so
York to San Francisco .
SEWALL'S READY MIX-- E
office at. Fort Sumner, came over from
high, it is the
abnormally
Money grows In our bank if you will let it.
Las Vegas last evening.
HOUSE PAINTS, and
to
Make OUR Bank TOUR Bank.
policy of some houses
Hans Uieg of Milwaukee; Bert
We pay liberal Interest consistent with safety.
of
their
SUNSHINE FINISHES are,
of Albany; F. K. Plate and E. R.
slight
quality
Cowles, of San Francisco, are travel
them
adulterate
and
paint,
&
superior to all for LASTING
ing men at the Palace.
j,
in order to hold to a lower
H. H. Kimball, of Washington, D. C,
DURABILITY, and PERand a well known authority on solar'.
price. WE DO NOT DO
FECT ECONOMY.
radiation, is here calling on Weather
THIS. Our Paints have the
SURETY BONDS
INSURANCE
Observer Charles E. Linney. He willp!
same standi rd of QUALITY
later visit Arizona.
that has won them their
Mrs. M. Sargent, mother of Terri- toriai Auditor u . li. Sargent, who
everlasting reputation.
.went to St. Joseph's hospital in Den j.
WE HAVE 'SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IX BOTH
ver, has returned to Santa Fe and
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
,is again at the Sanitarium.
BUSINESS PROPERTY,
V. G.
Palmer left last
Druggist
evening for Fowler, Colorado, to take
for
Rooms
Rent.
Houses
a position with the Fowler Drug ComFurnished
pany. He had been a resident of
Santa Fe the past two years.
See our attractive list before buying.
Rev. and Mrs. C. F. Lucas left to'BBSS?
day for Las Vegas where Mr. Lucas
C- i
ui auena me twenty-sixtt- i
session
standard spot;
Santa Fe, New Mexico
of the New Mexico English Mission (o 450; copper weak,
(q 12.20; Silver 52
and Oct. 12.12
Methodist. Episcopal
with
church,
ANi", a ?
GRAIN. PORK.
Fhcne.
Bishop Quayle of Oklahoma presiding,
N
119 SanFrancisw St.
111., Sept. 7. Wheat Dec.
Chicago,
Van
Stewart
Vliet is over fromi 1001-2.
;
May
Biuewater, Valencia county, on court
Dec.
May 58
Corn
THE DISCRIMINATING LADIEJ OF CITY
matters. He reports that livestock!
looks well but that the range will not !
u
LONG
HAVE
.SINCE LEARNED
May
Oats Dec. 351-4- ;
be as good as was last year. Rains
Special Sale of Wilton Velvet Rugs- 18.65.
Jan.
20.25;
FOR NEW SNAPPY SHOES, FOR A WHILE, WE
have fallen in streaks and part of the j Pork May 12.17
Jan. 10.601-2- .
Lard Oct.
range is almost barren.
AX MINSTER RUGS, ALSO ACM 3 PILLOW
WANT TO DIRECT OUR ATTENTION To THE
Ribs Oct. 11.55; Jan. 97.
Miss McGibbon, who has been
MATTRESSES THAT BRING SOUND SLUMWOOL MARKET
MEN,
spending the summer with members
BER. OSTER MOOR MATTRESSES.
S(. Louis, Sept. 7. Wool steady;
of her family in Chicago and at. Mich frritfirv
WE CAN SATISFY
18ffi)
AS WELL AS THE
mediums
and
wpstwn
also in stock
igan resorts, returned to Santa Fe on23; fine mediums 18',i20; fine 14&17.
LADIES.
DISHES
; A LOT OF HAND PAINTED
Monday. While in Chicago, Miss Mc-- j
LIVESTOCK.
Gibbon took-- some special work in the
AT BARGAIN PRICES.
RENEW LINE OF EVERYDAY SHOES
Kansas Citv, Sept. 7. Cattle
l
department of the Chicago cei,,ts 560oo, including 2,000
CEIVED.
of Physical Education and
Market steady. Native steers
pression.
NoBETTER VALUES To BE HAD ANYWHERE
$5(8.25; southern steers $3.755.25;
" Akers-Wagne- r
native
southern cows $2.754.40;
ALMOST CAPTURED
stockers
C0Ws and heifers $7.50fi7;
BALL1NGER COMMITTEE, land feeders $3.2566.25; bulls $3.23
&
FUNERAL
DIRECTORS
EM
BALMERS
EXPERT
PRICES TO SELL IN A HURRY AT
14.25: calves $4(fiS.50; western steers
Had
to
Walk
So
Out
cows
western
Republicans
$2.S0(fi)5.25.
AND
$4.507.25;
That Senator Nelson Could
Market
Hogs
Receipts 4,000.
Rule No Quorum.
fiVe lower.
Bulk $9.459.70; heavy
Room For Improvement
and butchers
!S9.3a9.5o:
packers
SPLENDID VALUES IN OLD MENS SOFT AND
Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 7. At an $9.45(S'9.70; light $9.60(S9.75.
executive meeting of the Ballinger-- !
Market
Sheep
Receipts 6,000.
COMFORTABLE
SHOES. CHEAP AT
Pinchot committee today Senator strong. Muttons $434.65; lambs $6.25
OUR
PRICE
Fletcher of Florida, Democrat, intro-- '
6.90; wethers and yearlings $4
duced a resolution holding that Sec- - 5.50; fed western ewes $3.754.35.
retary of the Interior Ballinger was
Chicago. Sept, 7. Cattle Receipts
an unfaithful public officer and should 18,000.
Market steady. Beeves $4.80
BEST GRADE HEAVY SHOES, FOR MOUN,be removed.
Representative Madi-- '
8.40; Texas steers $3.75g6; west-son- ,
Republican insurgent for Kansas ern steers $4.507.20; stockers and
TAIN CLIMBING OR HUNTING, NEVER WEAR
City, offered a substitute holding that feeders $46.20; cows $2.406.50;
OUT. $4.
the charges which had been made by calves $79.25.
Gifford Pinchot and Louis Glavis were
Market
Hogs
Receipts 20.000.
sustained.
five to ten lower. Light $9.3510.00;
He moved to repeal the amendment mixed SS.SOfS.SS; heavv $8.65(ffi9.60;
DIAMOND SPECIAL POLICE SHOES, CORK
offered by Ollie James of Kenucky, rough $8.C08.90;
good to choice
providing for the removal of Mr. heavy $8.909.60; pigs $8.6o9.60;
THE MOST SKILLFUL NURSE
SOLES, MOST LASTING AND COMFORTABLE
Ballinger. from office. On the vote on bulk $8.90(39.40.
scarcely exists where the room has or the most
SHOES MADE AT
famous physician will this substitute'of Fletcher, Puree!! of
been built with our Lumber.
lhe o no av&n it the medlcine orieTei North Dakota. Graham of Illinois and
Chas. Crenyon, the world'3
Tonight,
architect and builder gives us credit is not exactly as it should be.
James Democrats, and Madison, vot- greatest ventriloquist, Adobe Grand.
ed in the affirmative. While the vote
far keeping the finest selection of
DIAMOND SPECIAL VICIi KID, SNAPPY,
was being taken Senator Sutherland
Lrmber in the neighborhood. It is all THE DRUGGIST
MUST WORK
,
of Utah and Representative McCall of
and
seasoned
DRESSY, NEAT AND COMFORTABLE, WORTH
timber, too,
good; well
Massachusetts, left the hall, insisting
free from warpings and Imperfections. in perfect harmony with the doctor that, the full committee should
A FIVE DOLLAR NOTE OF ANY MANS MONEY
be
has an equal responsibility.
Wo have it ready for instant use and and be
Senator
Nelson,
chairman,
present.
AT
We compound prescriptions with abno quorum present, and the
ior every purpose, and the prices are solute accuracy and
faithfulness. ruled
a
recess
committee
took
until Friday
Have yours put up here so as to be when
satisfactory to all buyers.
reports in keeping wilh the
absolutely sure they are right.
resolutions will be submitted.
j
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It has never been the
this firm to demoralize
price, we have always,
LITY of our goods up

I

j

j

i

j

j

selling policy of

QUALITY for
held the QUAto the highest
standards of perfection. Our prices
are based on the SURPRASSING
QUALITY of our goods and are as low
as GOOD QUALITY will permit.

j

j
j

I

a
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NO BANK AGGOZfsrr
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the

TRUST CO.

UNITED STATES BANK

i

'
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REAL ESTATE

j
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!
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j

j
;

Q.

WATSON & COWFAIVY

SAN TAPE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
ATTENTION

2

i

.F5S?a"n

M

GENTLEMEN!

;

601-258-

j

THU

to

j

381-8(31--

come

to

j

j

j
j

Yol

JUST

j

;

south-Schoo-

s.

Furniture Co.

j

$2.25,

$2.50

$3,00.

$5.00,

$4.00.

00.

$4.50.

$4,25,

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

THE CAPITAL

MARKET REPORT

PHARMACY

CLARENDON
GARDRN

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Sept. 7. Call money
1
per cent; prime mercantile
per cent; Mexican dolpaper 5
Com-mMwxica
Ne
ij.
Atchilars 44; Amalgamated 60
Printing
has on hand a large supply of son 97
New York Central 1101-4- ;
138
tails and tablets suitable for achool Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific 164
work, the desk, and also for lawyers 112;
Steel
Mil nieichiints:
pfd. 1151-2- .
gond everywhere. We 67
New York, Sept. 7. Lead dull 440
will sell them at 5 cents In book form.

Successors to

Stripling-Burrow- s

& Co.

2

R. V. BOYI--

6

14b Red
Telephone
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
If you are in need or anytnlng, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

i

TOWN SEND & CO.

N.

VV.

.

Mi?r,

PANSY

PLANTS

NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.

ARK SKl.I.ING OUT I
EGlib every day
KRKSH
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White A'ynndottes. e Chickens
food
arc yarded In the orehnrd under the trees and fed on clean wlieies-inionly. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisonlnK
EUGS FOR HATUHINU.

CURErDOH POULTRY

Hour Electric

ervic

YARDS

DAY

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

A

or Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

a2?C Fk geHtS
Santa Fe Water

AND

and See
them in

Light Company

Operation

1
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STATION'S

H

OLD

The only possible way to cure Contagious Blood poison is to remove tna
cause by purifying the blood. This is just what S. S. S. does; and it is the only
medicine that absolutely and thoroughly cleanse3 the circulation of every particle
of tho trir7r.o and Trims of the disease. Mercury. Potaah, and other strong min
erals are of ten used in the hope that such powerful treated
.....
but this can not be done, and wMen tne mineral metucmos are ieu on
aiMrava rntnms with its aggravating symptoms 01 uiceraiea muum aim nu-- p
nra-skin eruptions, falling hair, yellow skin splotches, swollen glands, and often
Poison comes from
ning sores. The ability of S. S. S. to cure Contagious Blood
properties, it goes into tne circulation aim remove,
its unfailing
leaves r.o
every trace of the infsction, makes the blood rich and healthy, and
contain a particle of
dregs of tta virus to break out later on. S. 8. S. does not
mineral in any form, but is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks each of which
has a direct and sneciSe action in cleansing the blood. In addition it contains
the exiract? of certain botanical herbs which make it the finest of all tomes,
which is a ecessarv quality for a medicine in curias Contagious Blood Poison.
much valuable information and instruction to
Home Treatment book,
be found nc where else, will be sent sealed and post paid, free to all who writ
and request it.
THE SWTFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, 6 A.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
19

that

P
Q$0 BLOOD TROUBLES

Company,

Railway

In effect March 1st

2

OISES

k

St, Louis Rocky Mt.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

11.

'

SPrcston

12

00

11

37

10 00
9 40

11 37
11 20
11 00

,

a number of men be stationed
where the original fire and the back
fire meet in order to extinguish smoldering fires in tops, logs, and other
debris."
"A fire is never out," the bulletin
concludes, "until the lust spai'k is exOften a log or snag will
tinguished.
smolder unnoticed after the flames
have apparently been conquered, only
break out afresfl witl a rising
wilK
crew
After the fire.fighting
has left the ground it is always well
to assign at least one man to patrol
the. edges of the burned area until it
is certain that tlie fire is entirely out.
This may not be for several days."

HOTEL ARRIVALS

7, 1910.

chairman of the directors of tine board
of trustees, and Samuel B. Botsford,
Middlebury, '00, of Buffalo, X. Y., who
is a member of the executive council.
Waller A. Chowen, Minnesota, '91, of
Sah Francisco, who is chairman of
the California convention committee,
was also on the train.
Notice for Publication.
""'
Not Coal Land.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August, 31, 1910
Notice is hereby given that Teodora
Montoya, widow of Necasio Archuleta.
of Kennedy, N. M., who, on August 7,
1905, made Homestead Entry (Serial
0G910) No. 8445, for NE
SW
and NW
SE
Section 8, Town-shi13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final five year proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above describ
ed, before Register or Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
27th day of October, 1910.
Claimant names a" witnesses:
Felix Montonya, Nestor Arabe, Marcos
all of
Gonzales, Pascual Vianneva,
Kennedy, N. M.
. MANUEL R. OTERO,
1--4

4

4

p

Palace.
,
H. H. Kimball, Washington; Hans
7661
JKoebler.
"
Rieg, Milwaukee; Bert Andrus, Ali5 50
7,8
tio 16"
..;!Golfnx.
.
9 42
76
6 (IS
bany; F. K. Plate, San Francisco; E.
(Wrososo
9 25
82
6 35
...OimaiTon
Ar.
mao
R. Cowles, San Francisco; N. B. Nel8 55
to
82
how
Lv. .. Oimarrou
tells
of
the
forester
PLAN.
patrol,
NEW CENSUS BULLETIN
47
tw
son, Denver; Al. Kaufman, San FranNasb
(7 03
ti
follows:
as
9
fight fires,
f8 37
S3
Harlan
t7 18
E. Breanver, Denver.
N. M.. .Lvl
8 20
94
'. 35
Ute
forest j cisco; George Claire.
"The principles of fighting
(Continued From Page Three.)
fires are essentially the same as those
John H. Sims, F. C. McNabb, C. E.
Connects with K. P. & 8. W. Ry, train No.121 arriving In Dawson, N, M. ai.6:15 p. m.
in fighting fires in cities.
Connects with K.P.S.W. Hy, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a.m.
for all the states, recognized
or
the
below
Janes,
Denver; H. N. Scholl, New
other,
Preston
N.
M.
The following are of first importance:
'or Van Uouton N. M, meets trains at
S. A. Hennessy, Los Angeles
York;
one below the other.
C a S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMolnes as follow:
an
(1) Quick arrival at the fire; (2)
SOUTH POUND
NOIiTK BOUND:
"It would certainly be advantageous adequate force; (3) proper equip- F. V. Burcham, New York; Mr. and
No, 8. 10.44 a. 111.'
No. 1, 4.48 a. in.
Register.
No, 2. 11.11 p, m.
No. 7.6 49 p. m.
to have the detailed statistics for ment; (4) a thorough organization of Mrs. B. H. Calkins, L. Overton, Albu
Track connection with T. St S. K. Ry.atM.Raton and PrestonA with (!. & S. Ry. at
VeMiss
Las
and Cimarron
Northwestern at
lies Moines K P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N
large cities and for states presented the fighting crew, and (5) skill in querque; H. Merry Martin,
Tonight, the greatest vaudeville act
Sargent, El Rito; Louis What
Cimarron. N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
in both forms. This duplicate would attacking and fighting fires.
Quick gas; John
has ever played
Santa Fe at
and Red Dalies, N. M.
GamO.
L.
state
Rosenbach,
Albuquerque;
In
of
N.
citizen
M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
any given
is accomplished
to fires
j enable
access
Ut e Park N'. M. is depot for the following stations
the
Adobe Grand.
Ranohos
de
Red
BlueOerro.
.Z
Kllzabethtown.
Lobo,
Taos,
Que&ta.
Black
Evan
Dakes,
one
brel,
all
Vogt,
Bulily
Denver;
place
or city to readily find in
through the work of supervision and
River City. Talpa. Taos and Twining.
Glo- the available facts with regard to his ,iatj.0i m discovering fires before they water; George P. Williamson,
Dally. fKlag, t Dally except Sunday;
rieta.
other
a
on
the
hand,
and
much
or
state
by
while,
VAN
headway,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
j,.,ve gained
J.
J. DEDMAN,
HOUTEN,
city;
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
Gregg's.
system of communica- G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
the nerson who was interested in some
Superintendent,
O.
G.
Jack
and
as
Scales, Albuquerque;
illiteracy tion through the forest by roads
Raton, N. f
particular subject, such
Raton, N. M.
Ratn, N. M
Francisco, Omaha; George S. Dellith,
MASONIC,
or the country of birth ot tne loreigu trails.
"A small fire may be put out by one H. Parker, Denver; L. F. Brown, Trin
born, and who was not interested for
Montezuma Lodge No
other subject, man, but in extensive forests several idad; Jack Potter, Cripple Creek
1, A. F. & A. M. Reff
would, in the second set ot tables, find hours may pass before the fire can be Charles Hunter, Rincon.
ular communication
Coronado.
the figures for all the large cities or readied. It is important to secure an
first Monday ot eacl
Eliseo Martinez, Park View; R. B.
for all the states on that particular adequate force of men and to get
month a- Masonic halt
Martinez, Arizona; C. L. McCay, Galsubiect presented side by side. Tne them to the fire quickly. In a well-o- r
at 7.30 t,. in.
additional expense of duplicating the ganized system of patrol the guard lup; E. Uring and son, Glorieta; C. O
H. H. LORMAN,
figures is the only thing that stands who discovers a fire communicates Hyer, A. M. Dennisson, Nellie Horton
Do.
to
head
and
Matia3
to
Acting Master,
other
so.
Cerrillos;
Hyer;
Montoya,
guards
of
quickly
in the way
doing
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
by telephone, signal, or oth-- , mingo Lucero, Madrid.
quarters
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Avoided.
be
to
Duplicates
er means, and indicates the number
"It is not the intention to duplicate of men he needs.
Douglas and all Points in New
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
DELTA UPS1LON FRAT
R. A. M.
the figures for counties and for the
to the
Regular conMexico, Arizona, Mexico
"The emciency or tne
IN ALBUQUERQUE,
MEN
smaller cities by presenting them first crew depends very largely on their
vocation second Monday of
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
in the state bulletins, above describ skill and experience, and particularly Made
each month at Masonic
Stop of One Hour at Duke City
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
ed, and later in subject tables where on the skill and experience of the man
Join
Mexicans
New
Three
on any given subject for directing the work. It is not only a
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
the
figures
ARTHUR
Them.
HI
&
all the counties or lor all the small qnestion of tnowicdge of how to
SELIGMAN, Secretary.
throughout the country would sign each n)an vhere his work wni
N.
M.,
Sept. 7.
Albuquerque,
No.
Santa Fe Commander
by side. The loea is una- be nlogt effective, but there must be Bound
1 appear side student
for San Francisco, where they
subof
given
any
in
exercised
1, K. T. Regular conclave
determining will take a
the general
judgnjent
in
the
prominent part
,1
r,F
nilool.
ir, ,Yirf nnRPS haVe any
Thai
fourth Monday in each
Delta Up
-v- ention of
araetTr or the fire, the character of
month at Masonic Hall at
compare the statistics of inat-:
7:30 p. m.
ghout a given the forest, the condition of the
dividual counties
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
,x
n.usiuicie, u.e CL,tilbm
1 State or inrouBuuui, iuo of the small of
" olnmni delegates of the! W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
For Rates and full information address
the wind, the rapidity with whic . J
compare the statistics
BThe btiqer
the fire is running, and many other
cities with one another.
noQn
consul-- ,
into
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
to
taken
have
be
interpoints
chief
made &
"It is believed that the
rf me
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
1
Ai!
in
see
that
saw
could
all
est in the statistics of the counties elation.
they
crfano flrP,land
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
1 and small cities is the local interest
t
El Paso Texas.
nm .'space of time. The Harvey curio room n the third Monday of each month
and
counties
those
where
the de.egat.es at. 7:30 o'clock in the
the place
of the people of
evening in
5..
cities. On the other hand, in tne w
spent most o their time in Albuquer- - Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
on:
account
the
goes
methods,
wife
and
his
Ganado
of
tistics of the states and large cities
Scottish Rite Masons are cor
"Sometimes the front of the fire isUf- fTm
the two Navajos were Visitinginvited to attend.
there is not merely interest on the so fierce that it is impossible to meet
dially
a
f
and
in
,
given
tory
part of the people living
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
One method under such ,"-it directly.
men how usefu good
the
state or city, but a general interest,
to direct the course
is
Venerable Master.
Tom
ans can be
nation-wid- e
dustriously HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
in character. Persons who of toe fire. The attack is made on
sta- his
with
in
the
cards
photointerest
conaratBisold
postal
nt
tJ
have this geenral
Secretary.
Ella and
tistics desire to consider the figures
o
fire irom graph on the reverse side
for given states ana large
B. P. O. E.
the main wings. A part of the crew
u.
uw u
ment or sections of the nation, rath attacks the forward part and others
Santa
No. 460, B. P. O. E,
Fe
Lodge
he weaving of the famous
Holds its regular session on the secer than as units standing by them- run down and extinguish the wings,
con"ankets.
form
in
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
front of the fire, attacked fromi,aJ
selves, and to have them
the most part the delegates month.
venient for comparison."
the sides, is forced gradually andj For from
Visiting brothers are Invited
New
York,
Massachusetts,
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
constantly into a narrower path. Usu- New
Fighting Forest Fires.
and
.,
Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania
AWaotrt toward
k
o,n
J. D. SENA,
of
Exaltefi Ruler.
7.
Officials
Washington, Sept.
Secretary.
the U. S. department of agncuitu
Boston
,
distinguished
when it,
pronounciationyo
are of the opinion that 1910 will hold stream
the
giish
ot
.
Knights of Pythias.
amnnp- mnnvv vears for the will be checked enough to admit
LUW Jcwm
also because the, car- and
language
Sometimes
by
attack.
a
direct
front
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
spveritv of the losses from forest
3d
i"""
r
fires. The summer nres lonoweu
er. had snent several years in Old Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and
na rowea oy
in month at 8 o'clock In I.
Mexico and was able to talk Spanish Tuesdays
spring season believed to have been
0. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visite
atlas
the worst, certainly in the hike
to and explain to his "frat" brothers why ing Knight's Invited to attend.
.
Known ior a
ana
are
tne
In
wny
Navaio
v
blankets
uu
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
tn assume that the danger is over tne course or tne nre n
out
when tne dians wear red blankets in summer, rOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S
carried
which
successfully
fierce
conflagrations
when the
The delegates were joined here by
fighting crew is too small for a direct
have called forth in the mountain
a trio of representative New Mexico
- attack.
defederal
states the efforts of three
who will make the rest CHEAP
MB
Liberal Limits and Stopovers
ROUND
"When fires gain such headway college men
nartments liave been conquered. The
of the trio. The New Mexico men
them
to
by
is
stop
it
that
impossible
forests will not be safe until the fall
G.
K.
of
were Dr.
the Univer
e
Angle,
attack, no matter how
rains and snows have once more direct
crew or corn- sity of Michigan, "82, of Silver City;
efficient
the
erous
and
forest
the
of
dry
wet
blanket
a
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
for fighting, back E. Z. Vogt, University of Chicago, '06
TO ALL POINTS VIA
floor That the total losses of the plete the equipment
of Bluewater; and Lawrence Ilfeld,
CTY OFFICE IN
the
becomes
of
only means of
-millions
firing
vear' will run up to many
Mr. IlHarvard, '11, Albuquerque.
however,
fire
It
should,
the
stopping
dollars is considered certain.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
be used only when it is absolutely feld is the
this
Ilfeld
of
How such losses may be prevented
city.
commonest
One of the
The convention of the Delta Up- is a matter of general publ C concern necessary.'
overeg.
Or Union Depot
Effective June 2nd. 1910
, a Kr.a
To the national forest timber burned
iin silon is to take place at San Franmust be added great amounts on stateA forest ' Cisco and the Stanford and University
nut
u
a
California students will be tlhe ATLANTIC CITY
and private holdings, besides the Im$74.05
hosts.
mense damage done to town, farm,
The delegates in the party
the
in
u
lg sweeping
icular
ASBURY
$73.70
xwu,
and otner property,
nf nnfi, own nronertv. Men which passed through here yesterday
Rnffered from the interruption of tTaf- often become excited and start back represent thirty-sevechapters of BOSTON
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nc as wen as from direct losses.
XZ
fires when it is entirely unnecessary. the fraternity,
ouiietin W
de- - all the eastern and leading central CHICAGO
involves
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;
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methods of preventing
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Qn tion to be held at San Francisco is DETROIT
annual meeting. The
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and fine's own forest seems m dan the seventy-fiftHOT SPRINGS
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sections of the country ger, there is a great temptation to! Delta Upsilon is one of the old
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'
forest fires have always been of suclh
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1834,
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popular
$44.35
necessaTy a favorable point
The risk from fires can ed directiy tn lront of the fire, from! James G. Garfield and Judge Stephen prevented.
memners.
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inciuucnaner
YORK
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never he entirely eliminated, lor in ,Hrih t Apt the, new fire. This must.-!$75.15
the forest there is always inflammable be a polnt where it is safe to start a ed in the fraternity are hundreds of
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more
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sale and apply their allowed claims
filed notice of intention to make final lower grades. The studies will be
NOTICE.
The secret of mis unity, the bond five year proof t0 establish claim to used ln maDy cases 83 an Hhistratlon
sheet,
upon the purchase price, but !n such dor's Recorded Brand,
be
work done wltn books and
of this union lies in the Sacrament the land above described, before Reg- Bill of Sale, ln Books of 25 BhnUs,
sufficient cash
be
event
shall
that
there
pursuNotice
is
given
hereby
which has brought about this con- - lster an(J Receiveri at ganta Fe, N. M., carried on partly by the same teach- - ant to a decree of the District Court paid upon the purchase price a3 will 40c per book.
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Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 14
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Fe,
chaHes
same table, invited to the same ban-- '
Mar. of the sixth grade, where formerly it,
RomulQ L
Harroun et al., plaintiffs, ney and the claims for labor and cus- - sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Bullion
vs.
Gold
Company, a corpora-- todianship and any and all other.
.
.. .
r,
.11,
eat the same bread the body of Him
.u v.n
sewing aiso
on the day of claims herein preferred except in' Authority to Gather, Drive and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
eigntu graaes
entered
defcndant,
us
unites
to
who in uniting Himself
taught in the lower classes, pupils In,
t. nnApTsAmK receiver case of such of the holders of prefer- - Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re- ln1.
Register
us all to Him. This mystery Is the
..-- y
w
luuivu aim mm
sheet.
caiise
du,y app0lnte(J( at the red claims as may comDine lor the pur- corded Brand,
same in all places and at all times,
n mis art. uusiness meu tvie
111..
Lincoln.
Tacnh
at
such
Mrs
Wilmert.
sale,
said
hereof
chase
the
Authority to Gather, Drive and
premises
mill or dredge upon
property
from the Catacombs of the first cenfound her way back to perfect health, responsible for the greater attention inafter described, at Golden, in the land all other claims for labor, not Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'"
but Recorded Brand,
sheet.
mentioned,
She writes: "I suffered wift kidney to training handicrafts, for there
New MV00 on Derein specifically
Q
ganta
,
anoe- - been such shortage of competent work-u"u,
ftnd wkache
mv
and
trnilMo
"
uon ot wonirea.. wnen w ,Bl
could
not
orders
ers in some lines that
tho colon sts was to erect an altar ute was very poor ai umca. A icw ha
ftn hlls1neBS oould not run
and celebrate mass, Cardinal Vanu-- j weens ago x got roiey ivjuuey rm to --TnaMtT The lack of men skilled
first'
Cures Biliousness, Sick
and gave them a fair trial. They gave
not this a
has beer tdn e to
of Canada and me great relief, so continued till now In the various traces
thoroughly
Headache, Sour Stomthroughout the
America? It was in any case, under I am again ln perfect health." The a generaleducators
sallow
"to
teach
hoys
and
say
country,
complexions oi
ach, Torpid
the plans of God, the preparation for Capital Pharmacy.
to be president of the United States
.
the congress of 1910. The missionary
pimples and blotches.
Constipation
who delivered the sermon at that mass j Tonight, the greatest vaudeville act but not able to earn a good living.1
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Chicago a Poor Show Town,
foresaw the great congress of today that has ever played Santa Fe at
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Sena 36, Ortega 32, Pankey 22. Laugh-liDoi-ba- l
61, Delgado 72, Cartwright 68,
58.
75, Hynd
Chimayo Catron 71, Prichard 71,
(Continued From Page two.)
Sena 71, Ortega 66, Pankey 70. Laugh-li12, Delgado 12, Cartwright 12, Roi-bIt's Vitagraph night at the Elks' to- and
All
reels
17, Hynd 13.
three
vitagraphs
night.
Pojoaque Catron 48, Prichard 51,
good. See them tonight.
Biggest and Best Show ever seen Sena 54, Ortega 53, Pankey 39. Laugh-li17, Delgado 21, Cartwright IS, Roi-ba- l
is at the Elks' theater tonight. Show
33, Hynd 16.
begins at 8 o'clock sharp.
Marriage License A marriage license was issued here today to M. L. REPUBLICAN PREDICTIONS TRUE
Burrows, aged 26, and Miss Susan
(Continued From Page One)
Weltmer aged 20 years, hoth residing
in Santa Fe.
Remember we are giving numbers precincts give 608 Republican majoraway at the Elks' nightly for that ity. The total majority will exceed
handsome lady's dresser to he given 1200.
San Juan County.
away Wednesday, Sept. 21st.
Institutions
Catholic
Open St.
The Democrats elected their ticket
Michael's college opened yesterday for by a small majority.
the school year, and there was an
Sandoval County.
attendance of over 90 pupils. This is
The Republican ticket was elected
said to be the largest in years and without opposition.
speaks well for a successful year.
Sierra County.
Loretto academy also resumed its sesHere a fusion agreement resulted
sions yesterday and the attendance in the election of one Republican and
was 75. This is also above the aver- one Democrat.
age attendance on opening day, and
Socorro County.
is a source of gratification to tine bisFusion resulted 'n the election of
ters.
H. O. .Bursum, J. Frank Romero and
It is in Fischer's Drug Store win- A. C. Abeyta,
and
Republicans,
dow that handsome prize to be given .Tames G. Fitch and R. M. Dougherty,
away at the Elks'. See it.
Democrats.
All Subjects at the Elks'
tonight
Torrance County.
seen
be
are good ones and should
by
The Republicans carried the county
every one. Prices always 10 and 15 by 150 upward.
cents.
Union County.
Returns are very meager but the
of
SANTA FE IS REPUBLICAN.
Republicans claim the election
their four candidates.
(Continued from Page One.)
Valencia County.
Valencia county gave Us old time
Roi-bal
lin 41, De'gado 34, Cartwright 54,
majority and even Belen which had
25, Hynd. 34.
been claimed by the Democrats gave
Otto Catron 8, Prichard 13 Sena Hon. Solomon Luna 170 votes against
8, Ortega 10, Pankey 19. Laughlin Marmon 93.
29, Delgado 17, Cartwright 24, Roibal
Guadalupe County.
21, Hynd 13.
p. m.
Santa Rosa, Sept. 7- .-3
Cienega Catron 26. Prichard 21, With four precincts to hear from, the
Sena 22, Ortega 22, Pankey 19. Laughticket is elected with malin 35, Delgado 39, Cartwright 35, Roi- Republican
jorities ranging from 72 to 234. The
bal 32, Hynd 34.
four precincts still to be heard from
San Pedro Catron, 23; Prichard, are estimated to be Democratic by no
23; Sena, 23; Ortega, 23: Pankey, 24. more than 70 votes. The vote with
Laughlin, 3S; Delgado, 39; Cartwright. those four precincts missing stands:
Salome Martinez 902, J. J. Clancy
39; Roibal. 39; Hynd, 40.
Golden Catron, 1; Prichard, 1; 864, Tranquilino Labadie S44, J. J.
26. Moises 832.
Francisco Manzanares
Sena, 7; Ortega, 8; Pankey,
Laughlin, 4; Delgado, 37; Cartwright, 7S0. Raymundo Harrison 749; J. P.
Williams 679.
36; Roibal, 35; Hynd, 35.
Northern Santa Fe County.
Quay County No Longer Solidly Democratic.
Rio Medio Catron 20, Prichard 13,
Sena IS, Ortega 18, Pankey 6. LaughTucumcarl, N. M., Sept. 7. The
lin 13, Delgado 18, Cartwright 14, Roi- five leading candidates in the order of
the vote received are: Kohn, Repubbal 27, Hynd 13.
Saxon,
Democrat;
Tesuque Catron 23, Prichard 22, lican; Davidson,
Holloman,
Republican;
Sena 24, Ortega 20, Pankey 22. Laugh- Democrat;
The Democrats
lin 17, Delgado 20, Cartwright 17, Roi- House, Democrat.
concede the election of Kohn and
bal 14, Hynd 20.
74, Holloman.
Lower
Santa Cruz Catron
Dona Ana County Does Well.
Prichard 76, Sena 72, Ortega 76, Pan-keLas Cruces, N. M., Sept. 7. The offi67. Laughlin 28, Delgado
31,
cial returns from all but two preCartwright 36, Roibal 31, Hynd 27.
Upper Santa Cruz Catron 43, cincts show an average majority for
Prichard 40, Sena 42, Ortega 44, Pan-- j the entire Republican ticket of 171.
key 44. Laughlin 9, Delgado 12, Cart-- , The final average majorities will be
150.
wright 10, Roibal 8, Hynd 8.
Nambe Catron 33, Prichard 23, Curry County Failed to Make Good.
n
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
DIAMOND

'f"

n

FLQIR

per sack $1.65 per sack

Nn BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICK. WITH
EACH SACK YOU BUY YOU GET AGUSSS AT
THE WEIGHT OF THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
1000 POUNDS. THE ONii GUESSING THE
NEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th
Try this flour, we will take it back and cheerfully
money if not entirely satisfactory.

flume So.

i

F. ANDREWS

refund

you

Phone No. 4.

If tfou are in need of any
thing at the Drug Store.
GET IT AT

the

BEXALL STORE

Where it costs no more for the BEST
goods and the BEST service than you
pay elsewhere for inferior. - - - - ASK ABOUT THE REX ALL GOODS

FISCHER DRUG

The Rex
231

II

COMPANY,

Drug Store.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS

Train arrives from the north at 3:35
y.

m.

New Mexico Central.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to conTrain leaves Santa Fe at 7:30 a. m.
nect with No. 10 from the south and
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p. m.
west, also No. 3 from the east, returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con- Rebound When excellenv wonc can
t
tri"
nect with No. 1
also takes oe done right at horne.
N'ew Mexican Rindery.
passengers for No. 2
passing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning
If you are in need of anything, try
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. in. to connect with Nos. 7 and 9
Returnand Nos. 4 and 8
vstk
minute.
3 am
stopped In
H W
i!
'
9 y,-''- f (; 9t mjaII sura wun nr. Muxm
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11 :10 &. m.
Z: ? Tj. k
Or
Croup
k
t?"
ii
VA
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
test will mrcly prove
J3 , ft
" f
No Toniiiiuir. no dis.
Train leaves for the north at 10: is '
siO ploasiussiTuu F'jo. Druaiista
-
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Clovis, N. M., Sept. 7 The Indications are that the Democratic candidates have undoubtedly carried Curry
county by 300 majority upward.
Union County.
Folsom, N. M., Sept. 7. The Repubs
lican ticket received: Baker 96,
85. The
92, Fields 83, Vigil
Democrats received: Pace 87, McRae
84, Brosier 85, Castillo 100.
McKinley County.
Gallup, N. M., Sept. 7. Unofficial
returns from all the precincts give
Gregory Page 250 majority over MaThe Republicans carple, Democrat.
ried Gallup by 14 majority.
Mora County.
Wagon Mound, Sept. 7. The Democratic ticket received following vote:
Romero 176, Gallegos 162, Lujan 167,
Boulware 146, Brown 180. The Republican ticket received:
Navarro
146, Medina 230, Cassidy 144, Lucero
153, Brown 125. Mora gives the ReSolano
publican ticket 60 majority.
and Watrous give Democratic majorities and Roy a Republican majority.
Colfax County.
Raton, N M., Sept. 7. The Republicans carried the city by 150 and the
county by 900 upward.
San Juan County.
Aztec, N. M., Sept. 7. Both Democratic candidates were elected by
small majorities.
Socorro County.
Socorro, N. M., Sept. 7. H. O. Bur-suleads on the fusion ticket. In
precinct No. 1, Socorro, 107 votes were
cast.
Valencia County.
Los Lunas, Sept. 7. In Los Lentes
precinct there were 51 Republican
votes and no Democratic vote. In El
Cerro 61 Republicans and no Democrat; in Peralta 70 Republicans and
3 Democrats;
in Valencia 74 Republicans and 3 Democratic; in Belen
the vote was as follows: Republican
ticket, Luna 170, Becker 187, Mirabal
Gal-lego-

175.

Democratic: Beardsley

7," 1910.

straight Republican. At Agua Sarco
not a single Democratic vote was cast.
At Rowe, out of 40 votes cast, the Republicans had a majority of 30.

Taos County.
M., Septerabsr 7. Hon.
Malaquias Martinez was elect"! by 650
majdt ity and the rest of the Republican ticket by 600 majority.
Taoc,

N.

SANTA FE IS THE
IDEAL TOURIST CITY

111, Cha-

(Continued

From Page One.)

them in all their natural beauty ol
surroundings."
Mr. Barber Is ranked a3 one ot
Harvard's athletes and It is said he
gave a creditable exhibition of his
training in scaling the cliffs.
It was arranged for the young men
to break a couple of bronchos in before starting for eastern universities
to take post graduate work, but somehow they dodged the program at the
psycological moment.

IENTIST HERE TO MEASURE SOLAR RADIATION
(Continued

From Page One.)

you have no sunlight to allow you to
check up the great luminary?"
"Oh," laughed the scientist, "there
is plenty of calculation work to keep
me busy, even if the sun should not
shine for a day or two. But there w
not much danger of that hapening
here, is there Mr. Linney?"
"You are in the sunshine state," replied Mr. Linney, "the state of peer-lee- s
climate."
Mr. Kimball is registered at the
Palace hotel and has admired the wide
verandas that encircle the building,
offering ample opportunity to all who
desire to enjoy the "intensity of solar
radiation" which Mr. Kimball is study-

ves 90, Marmon 93.
Chaves County.
ing so assiduously.
Roswel, Sept. 7. Normal DemocratTonight, Chas. Crenyon, the world's
ic majorities were reduced.
Returns greatest
ventriloquist, Adobe Grand.
from the seven largest precincts give
the following vote for the Democratic
Not a
lost when
ticket: Patterson 832, Patton 897, a child minute should be of
shows symptoms
croup.
Richardson 967, Hinkle 969. RepubliChamberlain's
Cough
Remedy
given
Cahoon
can,
556, Elliott 479, Hpger-maas soon as the child becomes hoarse,
792, Whileman 405;
Socialists, or even after the
croupy cough apSwartz 231, Frost 234, Murchison 212,
pears, will prevent the attack. Sold
William 19S.
by all druggists.
Oh, You San Miguel!
East Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 7.
NOTICE OF STOCKPrecinct 29, East Las Vegas gave the ,
HOLDERS MEETING.
Republican ticket the folowing vote:
Notice is hereby given that a meetRoy-bal
Romero
Anastacio
373,
Eugenio
ing of the stockholders of the Mutual
370, Charles A. Spiess
377, N.
Building and Loan Association of SanSegura 362, H. W. Kelly 405, Margar-it- ta Fe, New Mexico, will be held
Romero 374, J. M. Cunningham 401,
Thursday evening, September 8th,
Luciano Maes 361, S. B. Davis, Jr., 1910, at 7:30 o'clock at the office of
395. The Democrats received the fol- said association for the
purpose of
lowing vote: Larrazolo 287, Lucero electing a board of directors for the
301, Veeder 275, Baca 265, Maes 279, balance of the year, 1910, and for such
Sandoval 258, Wiegand 286, Paeheco other business as may legally come
264, Coors 281. In West Las Vegas, before it.
Precincts 3, 5 and 6 give 200 RepubliR. J. CRICHTON,
can majority. In Precinct 3, West Las
Secretary.
Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 5th, 1910.
Vegas, out of ISO votes cast, all were
n

o
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TBiB BIG

WITH THE BIG SHOE

TOIIjB

DEPARTMENT

i

e just received a large shipment of
FLGRSliEIM SHOES which we are

'ill vou let us fit vou in a pair of

Winter Shoes if you are prompt
ly and politely waited' upon, rightly
fitted and you get the best style your
price will purchase. If you get the
utmost comfort that can be put into a
shoe and have the guarantee of straight-ou- t
shoe house to have any complaint
no matter how slight, promptly satisfied
and to know you get a dollars worth for
every dollar you pay.
tisfy you?

Won't that

SI

offering

SPECIAL SALE

One Week Only
50
$6 00 and

$6
Regular price $5.00
under this sale take your choice for a

Bill
$5G0
the best shoe
ever had on

your foot
you
and it will give you more satisfaction
than any other shoe made.

sa-

S

fill

Young'men who like swell Shoes can find here the seasons best. The new toes slightly narrow are the
thing. We have them in several styles, some buttons, some lace, some blucher cut patent kid & calf.

We ask young men to call for a look at the Swagger Styles.
$3.00 $3.50 or $400 and every shoe a prize.
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